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Leaves Why There Was Not Money Enough To Go Around
On The Last Pay Day

The death in Ellsworth Friday
leaving a balance of around $750
,|uhr^“,Tiw,^« p™»wwi mashed ' ni«ht of a man ten^vely Identified Idltor of 'n* Oourler-Gazette:On account of so many false state with a few minor bills deducted.
J1,1 1“5,»nd‘“J891 ch»n«ed lts name toias Mark Arsenault, a World War
the Tribune These papers consolidated ,
I expect a check sometime this j <
March 17. 1897.
j veteran, resulted in the detention of ments regarding the disposition of week for the month of May. but wlll!
the
R.P.C.
money
for
emergency
re

Alex Sockalexis, an Indian, who told
probably not get but around one-1
w
•t
•••
••• officials the victim was struck and lief, I feel that It Is necessary to 1 third of the $800C due to the fact
•••
He alone is an acute observer •••
••• who can observe minutely with- — j killed by a hit-and-run driver. make a public statement through that the R. F C. money is exhausted
••• out being observed.—Lavater.
•••
•••
•••
••• <
and giving account of the money reDie $500,000,000 direct relief, lately
K
j company of thc other for two days
passed in Congress.
ceived
and
expended
to
date.
but did not know hla name a Officers
A BOOM IN SARDINES
I am held personally responsible
said both had been drinking liquor.
Taking Into consideration the con- !
for this money to our Governor,
The body of the victim, a man cltions locally with the banks being
May Or May Not Be Due To the
; Louis J Brann, and he in turn is held
about 40 was found tn a ditch, four ! closed and industry at a very lo.v ebb, responsible to the United States
Return of Three Point Two
1 miles from Ellsworth. The man’s
I applied and us"d every effort to Government. I am trying to do thc
cap was ln the rood and beside thc
In only a little more than a month
get this money awarded for our city
I can to use everyone as well as
body was a piece of an automobile
1 possible, under these trying condt-1
•since the sardine pocking system ,
and
succeeded
in
getting
$8000
per
fender.
tions and hope that the workers will
legally opened 15 Maine factories
Army discharge papers ln the month, which 1 feel we were very
be a little more patient until this
have been licensed to operate com
man’s pocket bore the name of iortunate in getting. A very few money arrives, and until we can1
pared with 13 during the whole of
Arsenault, and said the soldier had
places in the State getting that work out a plan that will be on a
the 1932 season. May 15 to Dec. 1,
rerved In numerous major engage
amount have a population compared more equal basis. I have tried to use
Inspector Soule said prospects
ments of the World War.
with Rockland, and some cities with this money on projects from which
“were that even more factories
The victim's wife Is a resident of
will open and that although there Rockland and learned of her hus double the population getting half as 'he city will benefit, thereby making
J improvements that the city t ven
ls a scarcity of sardines the quali bands death through the newspa- much.
I
received
$8000,
available
for
the
under normal conditions would not
ty of those caught has been excel- p^.,
month of April on May 4 and applied be able financially to do.
lent.”
I know how hard It is to satisfy
The factories are in Eastport.' New York's longest parade con <3676 for the poor department for
the
month
of
April,
leaving
around
under
the present conditions and 1
Lubec, Prospect Harbor, Jonesport. tinues to be that of the passing
$4300 ln round figures for a balance. also know that you workers need all
dividends—Wichita Eagle.
Bass Harbor and Stonington.
May 15 I paid the unemployed $1687. you are getting and more. Despite
leaving a balance of $2635. Trying tome unjust criticisms I feel that I
to work out a plan to give labor to have been instrumental in getting
the most deserving cases requires this relief money for our city and to
j time, especially when 442 men have you. its citizens, and my fellow work
applied for work, conslquently, the ers that I am being amply repaid for
BRING IN YOUR
last payroll amounted to $3664 which I ihe service I have rendered in get
we were not able to meet, due to the : ting it.
, fact that the check for the month
In the spirit of confidence I de! of May has not arrived so I decided ."ire your earnest and wholehearted
| to pay one-half or 50'! of the $3664 [ co-operation.
which ln round figures was $1835
C. M. Richanfcon. Mayor
HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID FOR OLD RINGS. WATCHES,
(HAINS, LOCKETS. BRACELETS BROKEN JEWELRY. DEN
TAL WORK. BRIDGES, CROWNS, DEFACED GOLD COINS.
EYE GLASS FRAMES. ETC., ETC.. ETC.
All Gold Sent Direct To United States Mint in Philadelphia
Help Your Government!
Homer E. Robinson, conservator of. tional Bank of Rockland are proceed
If Inconvenient To Come, Phone and Representative W'ill Call At
the Rockland National Bank has re ing along the lines of government pro
Your Home
*
turned from a conference with the cedure. Meantime interest at the rale
Packages Sent By Maii or Express Given Prompt Attention
Federal Reserve Bank officials, and of 3‘i% is being figured, to be credit
the details connected with the or ed to all savings accounts.
THE COPPER KETTLE, Opposite Po»toffice
ganization of the proposed First NaWhen will the new bank open?
ROCKLAND. ME.
A very natural question on the part
of bank patrons, but no earthly power
can answer it, for everything depends
For your used furniture
upon how the matter is sped up in
Suites C. AND D„ Phones 8420—405
Now
is
the
time
to
sell
Washington,
and Washington you
HOURS: 9 A. M TO 9 P. M.
(OPEN ALL DAY TUESDAY)*
W’r will pay highest
must know is over-running with bank
64*lt
adjustments from coast to coast
It is entirely improbable that the
For all kinds of used furniture
new Rockland bank will be open prior
Call 426-M and representative
to July 1st.< as stated in this paper's
will call—or
last Issue.
,
But cheer up, talks, July first will
Write MR. X
be here before you know It.
Care of Tlie Courier-Gazette
63-85
OWEN P. LYONS

MEMORIAL DAY

Do You Need Cash?

OLD GOLD

♦

WHEN WILL IT OPEN?

;

LEWIS I. FEIGA

CASH

Prices

Oakland Par
OPENING TUESDAY, MAY 30

Four Size*

Owen P Lyons, town clerk of Vinal
haven. died Sunday. Funeral services
will be held at St. Bernard's Church
in this city about 10 a. m. Tuesday on
arrival of the steamer Vinalhaven.

Pea Rock

------------------------------------- 4777—

First and Second Size and Rock
Dust

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

We Are Now Ready To
Supply You With

Crushed Field Rock

WITH

11 MEN 11

AL JANS’ MUSICAL JOY BOYS
11 MEN 11
THIS IS A LIVE BAND

SPECIAL FEATURES

ADMISSION 40 CENTS

Delivered in Small or Large
,
Quantities

Loam, Cement, Sand and
Gravel

HOSMER POND
GRAVEL PIT
8. Hansen, Prop.
CAMDEN. MAINE

55Ttf

Specialize en Chimes und French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland
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FREE ELECTRICAL

Cooking School
It is with pleasure that we announce the coming to Rockland of MISS GRACE HALLOWELL, Famous West
inghouse Cooking Expert

Miss Hallowell will Lecture and Demonstrate on the use of Modern Electric Ranges and Electrical Westinghouse
Equipment at our Show Room Daily from 2 P M. to 4 P. M.

May 31 - June 1-2-3
To the Housewives of Greater Rockland we extend our cordial invitation to attend. Everything is Free. No
obligatioi Fancy Roasts, Biscuits, Pastry, etc., cooked by Miss Hallowell, will be given away daily to those at
tending demonstrations.

Souvenirs For AU

Don’t Miss This Rare Opportunity.
Come Early
No Seats Reserved

L A. LAWRENCE CO., INC.
492 MAIN STREET,

Come Early
No Seats Reserved

ROCKLAND
63-64

The strength and fine idealism of this nation
is attested in the reverent observance of this
day. Each year it brings an opportunity to pay
tribute to those who have done so much for
this country’s integrity and honor.
poslte Methodist Church, extending
DENIAL OF CHARGES
over Union and down Limerock street. I
------Observance Will Not Lag, Second Division to form on School |ra Tupper of Criehaven Did
and Spring streets.
!
m . /->
i •
r \/
Not Complain of Young,
Though Only Eight Civil
Line of maroh: Over Union to
the Department Says
War Veterans Survive
Pleasant, down Pleasant, up Main,
halting in front of Elks Home while
The appended letter written by
Memorial Day finds Rockland fully
flowers are strewn on the water by
prepared for the observance of the Boy Scouts, volley fired by squad from w w HoWPS' SPCond assUtant i**‘sacred anniversary. Finds also but Battery E and taps blown, tor the ( master general to Ira W Tupper ol
eight surviving members of Edwin
Nation's dead buried at sea.
j Criehaven under date of May 22 is
Libby Post, OAJt., which in the years
The
parade
will
then
continue
up
self explanatory:
immediately following the Civil War
marched 200 strong on what was then Main street to Ralph Ulmer Park: „The pa,tmastPr Oeneral has rewhere services will be conducted by I
. .
, „
,
known as Decoration Day.
. „
...
j .
ferred to me your letter of May 17
the
Spanish
War
Veterans
and
Aux

That list, Including the present
iliary. The O A R will move out first advising that Mr. Clyde Young of
Post officers, follows:
to the reviewing stand at the foot of : Matinicus, Maine ls reporting that
William P. Hurley, commander;
Eugene Ryder, senior vice commander; Talbst avenue. The parade will pass you and Mrs. Tupper have filed a
Allen Kelley, junior vice commander; down Main, up Llmerock. and be dis- complalnt m the Department that he
persed at O.A.R. hall.
F. S. Philbrick. adjutant; H. R. Huntis not fit to handle the mail, or be
It is requested that all flags be ln the company of young girls.
ley, chaplain; John H. Thomas, officer
of the day; Obed Andrews, Oeorge displayed Memorial Day.
“I am glad to inform you that the
Organizations will form In this or- files of the Department fall to re
E. Cross. William P. Cook and Samuel
der:
Rankin.
veal any statement signed by you
William H. Maxey died at his home
Grand Marshal Ralph W. Brown | and Mrs. Tupper complaining that
Feb. 9. 1933, the only member Edwin and staff; Capt. Warren P. Eldridge, Mr. Young is unfit to carry the mail,
Libby Post has lost during the past thief; and Commanders Horace Vose or be associated with young girls.”
year. Eugene Ryder has moved to of the Spanish Wai Veterans,
Belfast; John Thomas makes his home Lawrence Leach of American Legion,
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Veter
in Massachusetts the greater part of and I. Leslie Cross of Sons of ans.
the time, as does Oeorge E. Cross. Union Veterans.
Second Division. Lieut. Warren O
Obed Andrews’ last known residence
First Division, Capt. R. F. Saville Feyler commanding
was Spruce Head. He was alive at last commanding.
Boy Scouts of America.
accounts. Samuel Rankin's home is
Rockland City Band.
Girl Scouts.
in West Rockport. William Cook is 1 Second Battalion. 240th C. A. Bat
School Children.
at the Togus Home. Comrades Hur tery E, Rockland, and Battery F.
Fire Department.
ley, Kelley, Philbrick and Huntley Thomaston.
I. Leslie Cross, commander of the
live in Rockland. Their ages range
Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R.
Sons of Union Veterans, general
from 85 to 93, and all are able to walk
Automobiles containing the com chairman of the Memorial Day ob
without assistance. Three carry a mander of the Post, Mayor Richard servance, announces this program for
cane, but mostly for ornament.
son, and the speaker, Rev. H. R. Win the afternoon meeting on the Grand
The above report concerning the chenbaugh.
Army premises:
survivors of Edwin Libby Post is pro
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War
Remarks, Col. F. S. PhUbrick;
vided by Adjutant Philbrick, follow Veterans.
prayer, Rev. Walter S. Rounds; music,
ing his kindly custom for quite a
American Legion Drum Corps.
Band; necrology reports; Lincoln's
number of years.
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American GettyjSburg
Address;
"Flanders
• • ♦ •
Legion.
Fields," by Charles Havener; music;
Memorial Day Orders
Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of For decoration of monument by Ladles’
It Is hereby ordered that all or eign Wars.
Relief Corps; "The Old Bugle,” by
ganizations participating ln the pa
Anderson Camp, S. of U. V.
Harold Dondis; address. Rev. Herman
rade report at G.A.R. hall, Limerock
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Winchenbaugh; benediction, Capt
street, at 1 p. m., daylight, Tuesday,
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D U.V.
H. R. Huntley, chaplain of Edwin
May 30.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
Libby Post. The Gettysburg address
Parade will start at 1.30 p tn., right
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign v ill be delivered by Frank Harding,
of line forming on Union street, op- Wars.
a High Schcol student.

OUR MEMORIAL DAY

j

Smacks Madeline * Flora (Carver),
and Pauline Boland (Bain) arrived
yesterday with 1000 and 1300 gallons
of scallops, respectively, for Rodney
Feyler.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
II I hsd to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and llaten to tome mualc at least one*
a week The loca of theae taatea la a losa
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

BLACK-EYED SUSAN
Alt In the Downs the fleet waa moor'd.
The streamers waving In the wind.
When black-eyed Susan came aboard;
"Ol where shall I my true-love And?
Tell me. ye Jovial sailors, tell me true
If my sweet William sails among the
crew.”

William, who high upon the yard
Rock'd with the billow to and fro.
8oon as her well-known voice he heard
He sigh'd, and cast his eyes below
The cord slides swiftly through hla
glowing hands
And quick as lightning on the deck he
stands.
So the sweet lark, high poised ln air.
Shuts close his pinions to his breast
If chance his mate's shrill call he bear.
And drops st once into her nest:—
The noblest captain In the British fleet
Might envy Williams lips those kisses
sweet.

"O Susan. Susan, lovely dear.
My vows shall ever true remain;
Let me kiss off that falling tear:
We only part to meet again
Change as ye list, ye winds; my heart
shall be
The faithful compass that still point!
to thee.
“Believe not what the landmen say
Who tempt with doubts thy constant
mind;
They'll tell thee, sailors, when away.
In every port a mistress flnd:
Yea. yes. believe them when they tell
thee so.
For Thou art present wheresoe'er I go.

"If to fair India's coast we sail.
Thy eyes are seen In diamond's bright.
Thy breath ls Africa spicy gale.
Thy skin Is Ivory so white.
Thus every beauteous object that I view
Wakes In my soul some charm of lovely

Sue.

' Though battle call me from thy arms
Let not my pretty Susan mourn;
Though cannons roar, yet safe from
harms
William shall to his Dear return.
Love turns aside the balls that round
me fly.
Lest precious tears should drop from
Susan's eye."
The boatswain gave the dreadful word.
The sails thelr swelling bosom spread.
No longer must she stay aboard:
They kissed, she sigh'd, he hung his
head.
Her lessening boat unwilling rows to
land;
"Adieu,” she cries; and waved her Illy
hand
—John Oay.

The Courier-Gazette

DISCUSSING OTHER STEAMBOATS

Greater love hath no man than
for his friends.-—John 15:13.

*
(For The Courier-Gazette)
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Continuing a Subject Never Without Interest To the
Denizens Of These Eastern Coasts

MAINE HARBORS FOR ALL VOYAC.LRS

; treasurer of White Oak Grange is to
i speak. The members will unite in
' singing "Maine; Nettie Copeland of
Soutli Warren will give a recitation,
also Alice True of Hope Grange, and
The Courier-Gazette's East 9enKnox Pomona meets with Good Oscar Copeland of South Warren;
r.ebec correspondent offers the fol,
Emile Hobbs of Hope, an original paWill Grange at South Warren June
_
„ ...
1 lowing timely suggestion in regard
per; Rosa Cutting of South Warren,
to saving the foliage of the trees and 3- for an afl-day session. The usual and Emjna Kellock of Whitt Oak,
shrubs:
] business will be transacted in the readings; Ruby Allen of Rockland will
Wouldn't it be fine if everybody forenoon and picnic dinner served cing, and the host Grange will furowning property bordering the high- by the host Orangv at tux)n Pomona nlsh muslcal numbers. Questions to
way would see that all caterpillar !
,____ _
! be discussed for the day are, "Where
folks are looking forward with pride
nests with thelr inmates are de
can we economize in governmental
session «•
as Gov. (Xpcnsc6?" and "How can we as a Postrayed What a pity to observe a few ) to
~ the afternoon <»»»«»»
weeks hence, all the cherry trees de- Louis J, Brann is to be guest speaker. mcr.a help smaller Granges?’’ Ponuded of their foliage, as well as ' There will also be other interesting mona will close the program by singapple trees and several other species numbers on the program
Fred ing. “America the Beautiful.”
of wild shrubbery growing by the ,
overscer of Soulh Warren
Baseball clubs are all going to cut
roadside.
No job at all when the nests are Orange' wU1 welcome the visiting pa- 'cxpenaes this season. Well,
that's
j small, and not a big one. with a glove ]trons and ln response, Fred Jameson, (cur national game.—Judge.
i when they are large. Burning is no |
i good as the caterpillars simply drop
to tha ground to again crawl around
and begin their work of devastation
anew.

KNOX POMONA GRANGE
THF. TENT CATERPILLAR
T
•____
* Preservation of the Trees and Shrub- All-Hay Session At South Warren,
bery Along the Highways
June 3—Interesting Program
+

By Harry Torsey Baker
❖
then the claim that she made 18
❖
When summer warms thc ledges on thc shore,
❖
knots when brand new might not
♦
Men turp to Mltinc, where thc spruce-darkened lopes
haye been so far WTong. However, as
•••
has been stated, the races between
Elyw down to meet thc ocean—where the wide
❖
her, the Wiwurna and the Nahanada
Pastures and wildernesses lie in solitude
were nip and tuck and the first ot
While
wandering
hawks
or
crows
or
gulls
descend
Vinalhaven and the companies which these was accredited, when new. with
To break thc silence where thc houses stop.
a speed of 13% knots and the latter
they represented.
Running (through some old post 14', knots. Anyway, she was the
In Maine are harbors for all voyagers.
grandest boat ever on the Bathcards I came upon the picture of anBoothbay Harbor run. nothing ever
Here men have come ashore from the great deep
! other craft which, while living in approaching her in beauty or comfort,
To be at peace with fields or old stons walls,
North Haven, I was told plied for a and folks here believe that at her best
Or thc green stillness of the northern woods.
REMEMBERING THEM
j season on the Rockland-Swan's she could have beaten the Westport
*
*
Island run. This was'the original and the Southport as handily as she
The long period of sixty-two
As twilight hovers o’er the hills of June,
+
steamer Islander, built by Charles did the others. But of course when a
years has passed since the first ob
And clouds fall into slumber in the west,
boiler gets old, and steam pressure ts
J
For
servance of Memorial Day engaged Harrington of Bath In 1883.
Cool night steals in. Thus day folds over day
cut down, steamers don't make their
*
❖
the attention of our people. The many years she was the undisputed original speed tthis aside from
Into a Book of Life whose pages are
♦
♦
echoes of the Civil War, thc suf “queen" of the Kennebec and Booth- j settling of hulls) and in her latter
l’inc trees and lakes, and harbors of deep peace.
♦ The Courier-Gazette's urgent re
bay Harbor sections; and believed by j days here she was much slowed up.
fering and sacrifices of which the
quest for early resumption of work
some of us the handsomest and sold around 1900. the Islander went
This hook men read in summer when they go
♦
ii•
occasion was ordained to celebrate, smartest boat In her class ever put in to Providence, where new Almy Wa• • • and it is upon such GOOD
on the Warren-Waldoboro road
Back to old villages and homes of Maine.
were yet sounding in the memory construction. sVic was about the size ter Tube boilers were installed and
£ | met with a gratifying response last
VALUE — that SALADA has built the
J I week when a small army of stalof a public whose citizens had of the Governor Bodwell, built l#ter, her hull considerably built over.
largest tea business in North America.
warts descended upon the unflntaken part in that memorable possibly a little larger Built for an When she came out again she proved
excursion
craft,
to
ply
between
Gar

|
ished
portions
with
a
view
to
creat

the
fastest
in
her
class
in
Narraganstruggle. There have been wars
CONCERNING SCRIP
RUDY INTERVIEWED
diner and Boothbay Harbor, she was sett Bay; not only that but she went
ing a trunk line not checkerboarded
since that time which called our
designed by Mr. Harrington, a man away beyond her class, finishing just
with detours as at present. The
young men to the ordeal of the who vied with the great Burgess in ahead of the Warwick (which former A. Jay See Gives Us a Com Maine Crooner Who Grossed improvements are going to be very
battle-front. Ta' the memories turning out fast craft, and whose ly as the Day Star had been one of
$80,000 in Six Weeks, noticeable, and will leave a wake of
prehensive History of Its
multiplied by these crises in the racing schooner Fearless was the the smartest craft on Long Island
grateful citizens in Knox and Lin
Use in United States
Talks To Reporter
coln Counties.
'Fresh from the Gardens"
Sound) in another nip and tuck
Nation's history this day is set fastest of her day.
SIS-A
Maine
gave
Rudy
Vallee
a
flne
re-i.
My
information
is,
that
as
through
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
affair
of
five
miles.
It
is
understood
apart, and will continue to have
the loss of the ice business this boat that the Islander is now on a run to
In a recent issue you spoke of the ception and the bouquets he received I
I
observance so long as there is
was a little larger than her section Block Island. If so, she is still go- use of "Scrip" during the various were genuine ones and not the agri- '
record of those sacrificial achieve could profitably support, her owners] ing. although fifty years old.
financial depressions in the United cultural sort which are occasionally I
SPECIALS —- MAY 31 - JUNE 3
ments, by virtue of which we find had built in the "nineties" the much
....
States. “Scrip," meaning promises tossed by someone In the crooner's 1
smaller
steamer.
Gardiner,
and
that
The
Nahanada,
ever
a
popular
boat
ourselves today the free citizens of
to pay, was issued by various private audience. Rudy was interviewed by
a country united and indisoluble. around 1897 the Islander was leased i here, was converted around 1910 Into
a tug. What has become of the Wi- ' a3sncies to take the place of legal .he
commercial and the re- 1
for the Swan's Island run.
Equally do the deeds of older vet
wuma the writer does not now know monies which had become very port will interest a wide variety of
erans and those who yet are in
scarce.
Grace and symmetry especially —but she was tied up at a wharf ln
the prime of life find celebration
Probably the greatest use of this readers.
Portland
a
few
years
ago
—
and
one
entered Into her lines, and her per could see at a glance that no other I makeshift currency was shortly after
He said that he thoroughly enjoys
in this anniversary. Tuesday Is
sonnel, with especial reference to
as
handsome
a
boat
in
her
class
could
the
civil
War
P
erlod
,t0
whlch
>'
ou
broadcasting
and would be loathe to
the Day of the Veteran. Let us Capt. C. C. Thompson. Purser Marbe
found
in
Casco
Bay
The
grand
il;
udei
when
the
government
issued
gj
V
e
It
up;
but
believes that if he
the day of the veteran. Let us son and Engineer Oordon. was an ex- old Wiwurna was said to have an | fractional paper currency, of various
<xwmected
eeptionally
popular
one.
On
these
yield to him our fullest recogni
denominations and types, much of
excursion runs she carried about 450 ; under-water body that, save for the
... nvpr the industry in an executive ca
tion.
passengers—400 very comfortably.
board, much resembled that | ^hlch ’s/tinK^ «‘stence all over
the country, but not in circulation, pacity. he would be serving both the
Of course this writer ts cspeciailv oW-time Burgess cup defender, the
SPECIAL
POUND
and now classed as curiosities. The public and his own Interests best by
Possibly
partial to her. Inasmuch as she is Puritan.
. the Islander's
15, 25 and 50 completely disassociating himself
PRICE
TIN
the firstsaTeS
craft «d!e
of anv kind
which under-water
may have
re- «nU; the 3 and
' ' 15 cent values the -th
... the entertaining
. . . .
„ ..
he
r h oneX^
eitherdesign
the Volunteer,
fastest
encL. On
the
ne ever sanea ana n ever ne enjoyea
least common of the lot.
other hand, he stated that he should
anything in his life it was that sail
‘ '
*
Bearing the dates 1863 and 1864 probably always continue to direct
25c
between Rchmond and Boothbay i faboathem all. Anyway, while
bands. as he feels that he can get
.......
. cb®
n-ae
a
—
r,,
ri
Xnt)
—
Rjvat
tho
IHC-C
she
was
a
round
bottomed
boat,
the
j
lnere
was
an
enormous
issue
oi
Harbor It was later that he learned
of the curve on her extreme bot- PT1'-*1* tokens, the size of the small the maximum results out of any orthat all efforts to build a faster craft arc
tom had been much flattened.
Indian h€ad cent' and 40me of them cht£tra' llkelUng the Particular field
for this run failed, and that not even
There
are
reports
of
the
Islander's
greatly resembling it. These bore Le would like to become associated
THREE CROW
'he smartest Casco Bay ever knew
various inscriptions in keeping with with to the position of Walter Damcould quite equal her. How good she having had some battles with the the times and were in two genera;,rc~-h, noted conductor. He was
here in Sheepscot River—the
may have been as a sea boat I do not waves
roughest spot, lest it be Frenchman classes: Patriotic, advertising. They S’** to add that he did not wish to
know, but as she was of light draft,
are generally known as "Civil War convey the impression that he
that is, the
PEPPER-CASSIA—ALLSPICE-PAPRIKA
doubts are felt as to how she may Bay, on the Maine coast;
The mus.
most u«u,dan- i Tokens—tlje Army and Navy,” "Our ’bought "crooning' either to orchTWE SUNDAY SERVICES
rollers
run
higher.
have fared in her crossings of Penob
GINGER—CLOVES—Sbong <nd Pure
Army," “Union Forever," etc., are in ] estra or just piano accompaniment,
j gerous should be about the mouth of
scot Bay.
the former class. Tliose of the latter P£tty or not worthwhile. but he felt
The patriotic bodies attended
SPLENDID BRAND
Once I was informed by an engineer the Kennebec River and around ]
services at the Methodist Church that the Governor Bodwell's under Petit Manan, if we exclude the Bay class bear names, addresses and busl- that the time would come when his
■ services In such a capacity would
ness of
sponsors.
Sunday morning listening to an ex water body was patterned somewhat, ofI“nd\
1863their
"fflere
abo" appeared under 'no torgrr be in demand by the pubafter
this
boat,
but
having
since
both
whea
the
writer
was
keeper
of
ln
1863
tnere
auo
a
PPear«b
un<ler
ceptionally apt and eloquent sermon,
IT WON’T BAKE OUT
seen and travelled on the latter it Ooose Rocks Light station we used to sanctlon °f the Government, the "En- ’
....
preached by the new pastor, Rev
looked clear that this was a mistake. have an especial fondness for the cased Postage 8tamp. so called, the
stamp being enclosed in a brass case ! Next t0 ttle radio, Rudy said, he
Charles E Brooks. He said in part :
DUNHAM’S SHRED
However, ln observing the Pemaquid , Governor Bodwell. She seemed fast
motion picture work, but he
“Three-quarters of a century ago I thought there might be some re and able, and a mighty fine boat for patented by J. Gault This case.
about the size of a quarter, held the cardldb' confessed that he knows
a mighty convulsion shook this fair semblance in under-water design.
that run.
stamp almost hermetically sealed, jabout *-be movie game. Rudy
• • • •
land of ours. A yawning chasm
with a sheet of mica to protect the faid he had b**11 ^P'V disappointgaped between the North and the i There used to be some racing on THE LETTER CARRIERS face of it. and still show its value. cd in having to turn down an offer
South. A terrible conflict followed, the Kennebec, the Sassanoa. Sheep
These stamps were in several de- 10 aFT*ar °PP<*‘te Mary Brian in a
State Convention In Hallo nominations and the tack of the fUm for Universal, tentatively enshaking the Continent beneath the scot River, etc., between this craft
NATION-WIDE
ec!wlwell Elected Beach As Na brass case was stamped with advents- tlUcd “Shoot lhe Worlc3 ''
tread of a million armed men and and the steamers Wiwurna and Na
hanada,
each
built
especially
to
beat
ing.
I
have
two
of
thc
3
cent
variety
would
him
from
betrg
darkening the shining of the sun
BAKING
tional Delegate
Some Everyday Low Prices at
inscribed "Take Ayer's Pills."
I *™lbble unU1 around
flrst
with the smoke of more than a her. On an occasion or so one of
these
did
get
bj
—
but
it
was
when
CHOCOLATE
The
39th
annual convention of
Back in the davs of Andrew
thousand battlefields. What was the
Nation-Wide Stores
t He desires at some time to obtain
issue at stake? It was the great ; something was wrong with the Gardi- Maine State Association of Letter Jackson and the United States Bank
1 OzGfce.
Ac
there
was abo a dearth_of _____
the smal| “ rOlC “ SCme gopd dramatlc opus
V^OOTH
ner
boat.
Her
most
famous
race
was
Carriers
was
held
at
Hallowell
Sun____________________
__
,
issue of freedom; whether or not 1
with the "crack" Salacla. Portlands day Secretary Pellegrini of Hallo- ler coinage (and maybe the larger I
as„lhe a,lcrnf>’ in ""CcunselorRICH
«/4 Lb Carton I <
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP 2 c.m 15c
liberty wav to be stifled, humanity
fastest
in
this
class.
But
the
Islandwell
branch
had
a
ecod
nroiram
also)
hot.
from
lau
to
imi
there
:
t
Law
'for which he feels
feci he would
well branch had a gcod program also), but from 1834 to 1841 there
outraged and the hand of progress
VACUUM
PACKED
“
OTHER SOUPS 3 c 25c
be suited.
were many political tokens and some
turned back on thc dial of the Uni er, despite the fact that she was a arranged for the day.
He
said
he
is
considering
an
offer
dozen
years
older,
won
decisively.
WALNUT MEATS
The Association's guest speaker. F L1 also of a business nature. These
QUAKER OATS . . 2l,.fv5, 25c
verse. Who shall describe the awful
| to be starred in a play with Lenore
suspense of those days when this When she first came on there used to Douglas, chairman of the execu- were the size of the large Liberty ]
QUAKER OATS . . .2sn,Pk,.l1c
ic
Ulrich During' the interim his J
3 Oi
sacred Issue was trembling ln the be talk that she could do 18 miles an ttve board of the National Associa- head cent of the period. The names
schedule calls for an engagement at
Tin
hour
(likely
statute
miles).
The
;
tion
gave
a
thorough
outline
of
the
JELL-O ....... 2
15c
of Jackson. Van Buren and Webster
balances? Think of the bloody batties, thc hardships, the perils, the Salacia could beat thc Pilgrim, of the , conditions the carrier finds himself arc on some of them. They are the Penn roof garden tn New York,
UNDER
WOODS
—
The
Orijinel
PUFFED
WHEAT
...
3
»><r
25c
i personal appearance tours, radio
sacrifices, the long marches through Casco Bay Lines, and the latter could in at the present time, and the out- known as Jackson cents or Hard
j work and the making of movie
make
about
134
knots
in
her
old
age.
DEVILED HAM
PUFFED RICE.................... In,.25c
look
for
thc
future.
He
informed
the
Times
Tokens;
abcut
170
varieties
in
ratr. and sleet, the lack of food and
‘shorts."
However,
a
captain
of
the
old
steamer
members that thc postal business an. 1837 the most common date sleep, and the sufferings in prison as
SHREDDED WHEAT. . . », 11c
Vallee's present contract to broad
Med Site
well as on the field of action. What Mount Desert has informed me that had Increased 25 per cent in the last j of the Jackson and Civil War
Cen
cast
Thursday
“
nights
does
not
exBAKER’S COCOA. . .mbc.. 12c
months, anu
and as the
tokens Ii nave
have about
80 varieties,
varieties. Ii
uun liiunuio.
me postofflce
,'u-iuuuv i] losens
aooui ou
. ... ,
.... „ , , .
a price was paid for the liberty that when the Islander was on the Swan's three
.
. ,. . .
,.
Ipire until January, 1934 He stated
Thii med to icll for S for SSc
Island ,r>n (as I understood lt wasi ,is a .barometer
in the business world,' also have a few of the U. S frae,________________________
is ours today!
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER . o- 8c
that he has drastically curtailed any
“How we are appalled as we con it was nip and tuck between the pair the business of the country had in- tional currency bills, sometimes called strenuous schedules , until business
CREAM
MINUTE TAPIOCA
12c
/. . ”
, . '
sider thc gigantic proportions of thc Whether she had then had her steam creased 25 per cent. When Uncle scrip, but none of the scrip Issued at .
K
H
has picked up. feeling, as he put it.
recent World War, which was cut down I don’t know; but the Mount Sam gets over his sick spell and takes that time privately by some banks, ‘ “that it is foolish to kill your golden
SPAGHETTI AMERICAN . ■ 2 C.IM 17c
A. Jay See
another struggle for freedom ln Desert was understood to be but a 12- j a good restorative tonic brighter days hotels, etc.
calf,
when
there
is
r.o
gold
to
be
knot boat.
| are ahead for everybody. The lnforKELLOGG’S ALL-BRAN l,. pus 19c
Union. May 27.
which all humanity was interested.
had." In explanation of his remark,
* * • •
j mation was also presented of a re“Suppose those who have shared in
GELATINE DESSERTS
pkj 6c
he pointed out that in 1930, while
Thcre is something in this boat's i tired employe still living at the age
STRAND THEATRE
paying thc price of freedom down
making a personal appearance tour
through the years could speak to us history that reminds me of a famous1 of 112 and enjoying good health,
“H«y Fellcrs”Following her brilliant success in 1. with his orchestra, his grass eamMembers and guests to the number
today, what would they say to us? old Maine race horse, whom a few
Frisco
Jenny,” the First National'lngs ln flve wceks “d
had
Skippy
Says They're Elegant
This is what 1 believe they would may recall. This was “Jack Spratt, of 110 attended the banquet at the
been $80,000. while over the same
say. “With a great sum obtained we holder of the State of Maine record Worster House. The speakers. Toast- Htudl° a?ain cast Ruth Chatterton in route last ji:ar. his earnings had
SILVER SLICE BRAND
this freedom. Cherish it. Hold lt in races with high wheel sulkies. Up master D. C. Skillin, P M. Elmer N. a down-to-earth role. This time she teen reduced over one third. The de
No !
last. Preserve its integrity. Be against 2 30 horses he would seem to Campbell, mayor of Hallowell;; Elmer aPPcars in tftc title role of "Lily pression was blamed by him as be
Lirj. Whole Section!
Cans
true to the principles for which we win in a nip and tuctc affair; up E. Whitney, president of the Maine Turner," which comes to the Strand ing the cause of such a drop In his
have lived and died, remembering against 2.25 horses it was the same State Association; Austin D. Wilkins. Wednesday and Thursday,
FANCY CUT GOLDEN WAX
revenue, although the crowds as
15c
that freedom is not license to do as as it was likewise the same when he State Forest Town Supervisor, and F.
Li'y Turner, is a story of a beau
No S
tiful girl, whose beauty" and figure laree “ «•. he has been forced to
BIRD
’
S
BRAND
Value
Can
one pleases, but that true freedom is went up against 2.20 horses. And to i L. Douglas of New York.
I reduce admission rates to a dollar
the embodiment of those ideals crown all he defeated the groat Nel- The local branch was represented a™ used as a "come-on
HOFFECKER’S
which the immortal Lincoln had in son. These other craft in the Booth- by Earl J. Alden, Almon Bird and by the owner of a traveling healtn
____ ________________
No 2
he was able to demand and get in 1
Eitra Quality
|
his mind when he declared that bay Harbor section seemed to give the ] David S. Beach. State secretary. Mr. exhibit, which she joins after a hard
Cans
other years.
“Govemmen', of the people, by the Islander a nip and tuck race, but in 1 Beach was elected delegate to the Na- j checkered career.
Questioned as to whether or not
pecple, and for the people shall not beating the Salacla she beat one that' tional Convention at Atlantic City,] Playing the title role, Chatterton, he had reached any settlement with
Sunshine BLUE RIBBON
cou
’d distance them There
4-8 next.
who amazed Hollywood
perish from the earth."
luu.u u.sianve uitm.
lueit was
a a. Sept.
k
.„ j
, by actually Iihh estranged wife, Fay Webb Vallee
EATMOR
MARSHMAl.l OW and JELLY SANDWICH
ib 22r
-----------------doing a cooch dance in tights Innothinsr has been done as
“And the finest monument we can talk that lt was feared her enfeine. a
a d0UbbJn th/ plC’ vet In reply
a queetion as to
< rcct to the memory of those who single Neafy and Levy, was too WITH THE BOWLERS Stead °f
AndP«ckig« Sunshine
strone lor
for her
hull ana
and mat
that it
it was
ture, is said to give a sublime charac-1! whether or K
- he would contest any
have given themselves for this great strong
ner nun,
wa
------not
divorce, he replied that it
cause is not a monument of granite only on exceptional occas.ons that j The Three Crows flapped their, terizatlon wlth her dramatic power, i
SODAS for V
I wou,{j
probiejnatical.
or marble or bronze. Such monu she was opened to her limit—and ac- J wings again Friday night and de- ] risin8 to great heights.
They arc Delicious—
Both
ments tarnish and perish with age tually never save only on one occa- feated their old rivals. Wall’s Won-, George Brent, for the first time ________________________________
Solid Chocol.te
lor
But a monument of loving gratitude sion—when those who were "in the ] ders, by 18 pins. Snow—a bit out ot since his marriage to Ruth Chatter- j
written in our hearts, which shall ex know" refused to reveal what she season—headed the show with high; t°n' appears with her in the same pic
health exhibits strong
press itself in a new resolve on our made—although later a rumor float- tingle (113) and high total. The tur2 as
man—adv.
part to be true to the heritage which ed about that in 1895 she made 164 [ summary;
has been bequeathed to us, and to use knots in some special burst of speed I Wall's Wonders—Jordan 525, Snow
,
our God-given powers in thc build As a wooden hull settles each year for I 560, Wall 502, total 1587.
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ing of a Kingdom of Izr/e :.nd Right the first six in the water, and conse- J Three Crows—Horrocks 527, Cum- ■
"KAP OMt
quently slows up, lf this was true mings 551, Mason 527, total 1605.
I
APS
eousness here on earth.’

[By C. L. Knight]
I was interested In the articles pub
lished in The Courier-Gazette giving
something of the history of the old
| steamers Governor Bodwell
and
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for beit baking multi

NATIONWIDE

BAKING PONDER
19
Regular Price

Spices . 2'^-13c

Vanilla. 2

COCOANUT
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8

19’

O
7C

CORN STARCH

10c .

WHEATIES

2»„ 23‘

GRAPEFRUIT

2

25‘

BEANS

10‘
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19s
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23
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MRS. OLIVER JAMESON

Page Three

"THE FOREST COURT"

THE FIRE FUND

Ashland's oldest woman resident
An Interesting School Enter
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mrs. Mary Etta (Kcilar) Jamison, 93,
Contributions received by the Rock
June 1-2—“The Forest Court," auspice*
tainment To Be Held Two
’.videw of Capt. Oliver Jameson, died
of Parent-Teacher Association.
I believe in thc stuff I am handing out, in thc firm 1 am work
land Red Cross Chapter for tire sulJune 3—Knox Pomona meets with
Friday night at the home of her
Nights This Week
ferers in Ellsworth and Auburn are
South Warren Grange.
ing for, and in my ability to get results. I believc that honest
granddaughter, Mrs, Charles A. BusJune 5—Monthly meeting of City Gov
thus listed:
st iff can be passed out to honest men by honest methods. 1 believe ♦ I sell, Munroe street, after being conernment.
No one who is interested in school
June 7—Patriarchs Militant field day
Strand Theatre ........................ $11M).3U
!!
fined
to
her
bed
but
two
weeks.
Her
activities or in projects pertaining
in working, not weeping; in boosting, not knocking, and in thc
(Department of Maine) ln Rockland.
Thomaston Red Cross .............. 40.50
June 7 — Thomaston High School
advanced age made it Impossible for to the schools can afford to miss the
pleasure of my job. 1 believe that a man gets what he goes after;
graduation.
Union ........................................ 13.00
June 7—Annual field day of Lady Knox
that one deed done today is worth two deeds tomorrow, and that ’; j her to regain her strength following operetta "The Forest Court." to be Strand Theatre (Auburn fire).. 76 43
Chapter. D A R . at Mrs. Blodgett's cot
an attack of bronchial pneumonia, presented at the high schcol audl
tage, Jefferson Lake.
O. Carl Cassens ........................ 2.00
m man is down and out until he has lost faith in himself. 1 believe
June 8—Rockport High 8chool gradu
although her lungs had entirely torium Thursday ana Friday eve
1.00
ation.
Eleanor Griffith
in todai and thc work I am doing, in tomorrow and the work 1
cleared.
June 10—Lakewood Theatre season
nings of this week for the benefit of Comrades of the Way .............. 1 00
opens.
hope to do, and in the sure reward which the future holds. I
Bom in St. Oeorge, Sept. 4 1839, the Parent - Teacher Association
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
Cora F. Ames. North Havrti..... 1 00
First Baptist Church.
"Grandma" Jameson, as she was milk fund. More than 100 children
bilieve in courtesy, in kindness, in generosity, in good cheer, in
Mary Wiggin Spear .................
1 00
June 14—W C. T. U. County Conven
affectionately called, was a member from grades three to six wlll be
tion at Methodist Church ln Union.
friendship and in honest competition. I believc there is something
A Friend .................................. 200
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied .
of the well known long-lived family in thc cast. The operetta Is tune
bodies meet ln Bangor
Mrs. Fred R Spear................... 5.00
doing, somewhere, for every man ready to do it. 1 believc I'm
of Kellars of the Pine Tree State. ' ful and rich in action, with colorful
June 15—Rockland High School com- !
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton .... 10.00
mencement at the auditorium.
ready—RIGHT NOW!—Elbert Hubbard,
When 19 years old she was married costuming and charming dances.
June 15—Vinalhaven High graduation.
American
legion, Rockland .. 11.00
June 16—Rockland High School alum
to Capt. Jameson, well known Rock Mrs. Esther Rogers, supervisor of
A Friend ................................. 15.00
ni reception.
i>++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+++++++++•► •>++4,++<+4'4"tland sea captain and part owner of music, whose success in her work is
June 20-22—Annual session of United |
Ladiea ............................... 3.00
Baptist Convention of Maine, with
United Baptist Church, Lewiston.
Penobscot View Orange will conter
Capt. W. F Lakeman who has been the three-masted schooner Oen. outstanding, is directing, with Miss Brown Class. 1st Baptist Oh. .. 3.00
June 24-St John's Day.
Adelbert Ames which carried granite Adelaide E. Cross in charge of M. A. Murphy. Friendship ..... 2.00
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer the first and second degrees on tour spending his vacation in Rockland,
son.
candidates at a special meeting Fri left Saturday for Boston and June 1 for southern forts and New York bat dance features. Thc cast:
North Haven Br. Red Cross .... 25.00
June 24—Maine Dental Society meets
Tommy, Elmer Bird; Judge Owl. Mrs. Bills, Camden .................
will resume his duties as captain oi tery; also ammunition to thc South
1.00
day r.ight.
In Augusta.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
6.00
the steamer Acadia which plies be land during the Civil War. He died Robert Harmon; Cheer-up Cricket, Cong. Church. Warren ............
Its world convention ln Boston.
in 1899 and this year would have seen Philip Wentworth; Spirit of the Mr. & Mrs. M. R. Snow &
The annual meeting of thc Congre tween New York and St. John.
thelr
diamond wedding anniversary. Stream, June Webel; Blue Bell,
gational Mission Society which was to
Richard ............................... 1.00
The smiling features and musical Following his death. Mrs. Jame- Marguerite Mahoney; Sister Flowers.
have oeen held this week, ls postponed
volcc of Tom Sweeney are again a fon lived ln Natick 13 years and with Vivian Strout and Barbara Saville;
Total to date..... .................. $320 25
to June 8.
part of the Western Union complex, Mrs. Bussell 15 years in Allston, and Buttercup; Ruth Witham; Poppy.
June Chatto; Daisy. Elaine Ames; success of thc activity, realizing the
The Ladies' Aid of Cushing will that young man having resumed his the past six years in Ashland.
Mrs. Jameson was the oldest Tortoise, Elmer Havener; Silver [ar reaching good Un the schools
serve . upper at the town house Wed dfities as messenger boy after a long
nesday evening at 5.30. standard, Lora period of recuperation from a surgical member of five generations and Wings. Marjorie White; Fairy Queen, i the P.T.A. milk fund accomplishes.
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Frank C. Anna Taylor.
operation in Portland.
Olson housekeeper.
Last year more than $500 was ex
Jameson of Newton Centre; three
First Child, Donald Fogg; Second pended for milk for undernourished
A feature of the Alumni Day pro grandchildren, Mrs. Bussell of Ash
Members of the Junior and inter
Child, Helmi Lcntp; Third Child. and needy school children, and the
mediate departments of thc Congrc- gram June 10 in the commencement land, Frank Bartlett of Colorado, and Mary Lamb; Fourth Child. Ruth need the coming year is expected to
gat lot al Church arc asked to meet i exercises at University of Maine will Mrs. Henry Wilson Hardy of New Seabury; Children, Janice Farn
be as great. The admission is very
EARLY TO TRESS
at tbe church Wednesday evening
dedication of thc Alumni Me ton Centre; four great-grand-chil- ham. Stanley
Murray, George small. Only the mating capacity
at 7 to practice music for Children's mortal. This memorial is a gift of dren, Mrs. Marguerite Ulamire, Mrs. Wood, Doris Oatti and Richard
of the auditorium will be taken care
This Tuesday issue of the paper jjgy
alumni, faculty and friends, in honor Charlotte Dearborn and Miss Miriam
IVawn. FIr?c E1J, Robert Jbnes of each night, to avoid overcrowding
goes to press late Monday afternoon.1
of University of Maine alumni and Bussell and two-year-old Ruth
Elf
Pogarty; Pirst and discomfort. There will be no
in advance of the holiday. Articles
Capt. W. P. Lakeman. who has former students who died in the serv Garvey of Brooklyn, and four great
Fairy, Jean Palmer; Fairies, Nancy reserved seats.
omitted berause received too late for been the guest of his son-in-law and ice of their country in the World War
great-grandchildren, the youngest
o
,
..
x
i Howard. Barbara Lamb. Rita Tibin- ertion w ill appear in the Thursday
daughter Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. and Spanish War. A special commit- being 10 months old; ''also a half- I
Margaret Havener Betty
issue. The newipaptr office in com Smith Suffolk street, has returned tee has been appointed to prepare an ;jlster Mrs Emma Walsh .over 80 .of
Prof. Einstein Now On
‘ ,, '
,
----_.u„. U.
..wj elaborate dedication program, with Dcmh^ter
’ D°r°th> Tlbb<?tU' PaUllne
mon with other bu ineis places will
to Nrw York where he will take
Jacket Library Bcarc
be closed Tuesday.
Harry D. Watson 18 of Orono as. Funeral services were held from
command of the S. S. Arcadia.
chairman. The memorial consists of | the White Church in Ashland Sun- jJ thy Pcterron.
First Rippling Water, Barbara
Canton Lafayette will hold a spe
In :he Big Five League this week two units-the indoor field armory, i day afternoon. Rev. Mark B. StrickRippling Water,
cial meeting Wednesday night to these games will be played: Tues erected in 1926, and the gymnasium land, pastor of the Federated Church
work the P. M. degree and consider day. Rockport vs. Battery F. Thom which is to be completed prior to com-1 officiated and burial was at Rock- Irma Thompson: Third Rippling
Water, Naomi Richards; Fourth
final arrangements for thc field day. aston. Thursday. Snipers vs. South mencement.
land, yesterday. Oeorge A. WadsRippling Water, Mary Cross; Rip
Thomaston at South Thomaston;
' worth of Framingham has charge of
pling Waters, Maxine Schellinger,
The Spanish Villa rink closes to and Clark Island vs. Pirates at
Rockland was honored by the arrangements.
Gwen Northgraves, Evelyn Bartlett,
night (Tuesday) for the season. In Rockland. •
presence df three distinguished
Nathalie Edwards, Lena Cucclnello,
dications were that most of the roller
members of the judiciary last week—
THOMAS C. FALES
Grace Blethen. Kathleen and Kath
fans woud be on deck for a fitting
Former Governor Wm. Tudor Chief Justice William R. Pattangail
In the presence of a gathering of erine Dean; First Leaf. Shirlene Mc
farewell.
Oardr.er was in Rockland for a few of the Maine Supreme Court, who
friends which filled the chapel at Mt. Kinney; Leaves, Barbara Black.
hours Saturday night, in the course presided over the Security Trust
Auburn and whose tributes garlanded
A curious bug which measured ot a • rulse to Penobscot waters, ac Company hearing; and Justices Wil
Cynthia MacAlman. Pauline Carthe setting with flowers, funeral servabout six inches over all when all its com p nied by Mrs. Oardner. They liam H. Fisher and Arthur Chap
roll. Lucille Melvin. Louise Harden,
r
■ ices for Thomas C. Fales were held
feelers were spread, was found the were greeted by a number of friends man of the Superior Court who
Ebba Kalloch and Mary Crisostomo;
yesterday
’
afternoon,
May
23.
other day by L. L. Pease of Appleton and made a call upon Mr. and Mrs. came for hearings in the cases of
Sunflowers. Beverley Bowden, Lo
The services were conducted by Lu
• who brought it to The Courier-Ga Albert S. Peterson.
lita Knight. Barbara Philbrook, CarMaureen Burns and Marguerite
ther P Cudworth of the First Church
zette office yesterday. The colors were
melita Rich. Myrtle Johnson, Rosa
Burns qgainst Ronaldo La Flame,
The annual Epworth League Insti cases which involved injuries re of Christ. Scientist, of Boston, a close lie Harvey, Sylvia Hayes. Ruth
yellow and black.
tute for Methodist young people will ceived through an automobile acci friend. The ushers were business as Nichols, Laura Pomeroy, Elizabeth
sociates—Galt F. Parsons, Warner
Libby Paladino, star of several race be held at Bucksport Seminary June
dent. Carl A. Blackington, a for Howe. H. Bruce Fletcher, Bowen Tufts Evansky. Suzanne Perry and Pa
meets in the past lew seasons, goes 26-July 3. Rev Herman Berlew ot
tricia Allen; Sweet Peas. Lucy
mer Rcckland boy, who ts now one j and Walter Washburn.
PROF. ALBERT EINSTEIN
Friday night to Portland to take part Orono will be dean and Rev. Leslie R
Thompson, Nellie Raskid, Naomi I
of Kennebec County's best known
Edmund W. Longley, whose daughin the State athletic meet next Sat Craig of Bucksport will be manager of
y^ORD
has been received from
Rackliffe.
Jeannette
Saunders.
attorneys, represents thc Rockland
ter is the wife of Nelson C. Fales, son
The
National Home Library
urday. His admirers are very anxious the institute The Rockland church
Louise Seavey. Shirley Firth. Bar
plaintiffs and Robinson A Richard
Foundation ln Washington that
of Mr. and Mrs. Fales, voiced thc
to see what sort of a showing he will plan.'; to send its usual quota of young
bara Bloom and Mary Snow.
son appeared for the defendant.
Professor Albert Einstein has con
i sentiment of all in a written tribute,
make against the strong competitors people.
P.rst. Owl. William East; Owls, | sented to serve on Ita Advisory
,
.
j
saying,
“
T.C.
’
has
enjoyed
the
'gilt
he must face.
Philip French, Ernest Dondis, El Board. The famous scientist to
With the Mansion House at Poland,
.
.
of living, through successful years ot
Alton Brown has been transferred
now open for its one hundred I , ,
...
...
wood Hewett and John Flint; Rab gether with the American scientist,
On Overness Sarkcsian's farm a from the Damariscotta Coast Guard Spring
1 6
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A distress whistle is always of Coast Guard a few years ago.
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CANS
keen Interest along the water front,
BUSIUESS IS ALM/AVS
No. 1 Can
Sumner Whitney, a valued member
BOOMING. WOUIDUT It
and this morning four blasts,
of the staff of thc Rockland Air
Be TERRIBLE IF EDITORS
repeated, tn the familiar voice of Transport, Inc , became a pronounced
VJERE KNOCKERS, INSTEAD
ONE POUND PACKAGE DOMINO
the Westport, laying helpless out "wet" the other day when he fell over
BLUE RIBBON
OF BOOSTERS’!
CONFECTIONERY |
side the breakwater with a broken board from the float at Tillson wharf,
<
rl
OR BROWN
tail shaft, sent the tug Eugenia while helping maneuver one of thc
Spofford hurrying to give aid. Th? planes into its berth. Witnesses of
I
Eastern craft was enroute from the baptism say that he was demon
SEALECT EVAPORATED
Camden where she had been for re strating a new bathing device, which
pairs to resume service on the Brook might have been a complete success if
6 Oz. Bottle
Large Bottle
lin run. but the accident will neces it had not included rubber boots and
sitate cancelling that order until an overcoat. Roy Hunter pulled Mr.
ONLY
POUND
Wednesday or Thursday.
The Whitney back onto terra firma, and
CANS
Southport will make the daily run there is the usual talk about apply
to Bar Harbor. The Camden and ing for a Carnegie medal. There was
Belfast are now on their six trip also some justifiable conversation on
a week summer schedule on the Bos the part of Mr. Whitney.
ton-Bangor line.
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" Miss Grace Hallowell, cooking ex
ONLY—
Miss Grace Hallowell, Westinghouse pert at the G A. Lawrence Co., wlll
DAILY
Cooking Expert, at the G. A Lawrence be available to any of the ladies who
Co.,,' every afternoon this week, be wish private instruction in electric
ginning at 2 p. m. Wednesday.—adv. cooking (tally after 4 p. m—adv.

THE BUSY MAN’S CREED

DRASTIC PRICE CUTS
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
SWEET
MIXED PICKLES
Full Quart
Jars

RINSO

19c

SUGAR,

KETCHUP

COFFEE

PINEAPPLE

CORN

17c

MALT,

MILK

CALIF. PRUNES

CA 290 150
ALUE never before offered! That’s
what you’ll sec at the Westing
house Refrigerator Spring Showing
now in progress.
Prices are lowest in Wcstinghouse
history. Quality has never before been
greater. See for yourself. The mech
anism is HERMETICALLY-SEALED.
Dual automatic control
makes it
doubly reliable. Many other features
provide every important refinement.
ONE line ... ONE quality ... the best
that can he built!
It’s an extravagance to pay more, a
gamble to pay less. Visit our Spring
Showing today!

V

AN EXTRAVACANCE

TO PAY MORE * * A

CAMIIE TO RAY 1155

If 'eslinghou.te Dual-automatic
Ibjrigcrators un display at •

CENTRALWAAINE
POWEftxtbMPAMY

GOES THE COST
OF AUTOMATIC
OIL HEAT t“h£*^,Hht

SMALL FIRST PAYMENT
LIBERAL TERMS

NO EXTRAS TO BUY

.'i

•
Today there’s a new I)clco

Heat you’ll

Heat—with Delco’s proved

Delco’a perfected pressure sys
tem, (hat lt has Delco's simplicity

reliability and General Motors
quality—that wc will install in
your home at an amazing, low
price. And you can have it for a
small first payment—the balance

to suit your convenience.
This automatic oil burner has
all the dependability that has
jpiade Delco Heat the choice of

an army of home owners.
It
brings the comfort, satisfaction
and convenience of Delco auto
matic oil heat to smaller homes
as well as larger ones. It offers
freedom from care and worry at
remarkably low cost.
When you inspect this Delco

A GENERAL

find

that it uaes

of design
part.

with only one moving
It has the famous Delco

motor.
There’s thc one-piece
chassis and completely enclosed

unit; thc large combustion cham

ber that means greater heating
efficiency.
Turn on oil heat NOW and
know there will be no further

bother. Get the facts about this
tremendous oil burner value
made possible by the facilities of
Delco and General Motors. The
coupon below will bring you all
thc information.

Or visit our

showroom.

MOTORS VALUE

DELCO HEAT
THE

SIMPLIFIED

OIL

BURNER

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC492 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W

Address to G. A LAWRENCE CO., Inc., Rockland, Maine
Please send all details about thc new Delco Heat.
Name.............................................................................. ....................................

Address...................................................... . ..........................
3-62

Holmes Used Dictionary

to Find Romance of Words

The beloved physician, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, says somewhere In
hls “Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table” that when he desired some
real romance he took down the dic
tionary. Anyone who has followed
etymology will testify to the charm
exercised by the history of a word's
origin, or by the successive shades
and variations of Its meaning.
Take the word “halcyon.” There
Is a delightful story In the un
abridged "Standard Dictionary" on
this word. “Halcyon" ls most often
used by us as an adjective to signi
fy “peaceful," hut originally It Is
the name of the klngtlsher. Halcyon
days became a term for peaceful
days because the term was applied
to those seven days before nnd sev
en days after the shortest day in
which the kingfisher placed hls nest
upon the waves, and sailor supersti
tion had tt thnt these were there
fore days of calm.

PROPOSED HOME OF CAIN’S MAYONNAISE

t-One of Columbus'
ships
11-A bird related to
the pelicans
13- Admirers
14- C!ear of
15- Swiss river
16- Pronoun
17- A dance
18- Printer’s measure
19- Arrived (abbr.)
20- Series
22- Prefix. From
23- English school
25-Pipes
28-Assist
30-Species of lyric
poem (pl.)
32-Approached
34-Son of Agamemnon
36-Hawalian garland
38-Molasses
42-Goes by
44-Weirdly
47- Grade
48- To one side
49- Trim'
61-Con junction
32-Doze

21-Black sticky
substance
24-Open (Poet.)
26- Being of no use
27- Allured
29-An insect
31-Trifles
33-A Turkish unit of
money
35-Ocean
(pl)
37-Small lump of
butter
VERTICAL
39- Gained
40- Looked slyly
1- Coincide
41- A beverage
2- Female saint (Fr.) 42- Minister
3- lndia (abbr.)
43- Japanese coin
4- lndefinite article
45- Tavern
5- Close by
46- Told a yarn
6- An opening in the 47-Country
skin
thoroughfares
7- Four (Roman)
50-Aims
, 8-Neptune (abbr.)
E3-Assert
j 9-Exchanged
55-Employer
10-An item in one's
58-American poet
property
61-Bustle
12- More bitter
63-Pronoun
13-One to whom a
65-Prefix indicating
i
lease is granted
the dawn
52-Musical note
57-Serpent
59- Veteran (abbr.)
60- The (Fr.)
61- Girl's name
62-Condemned
64-Conveyed by deed
66-Jeer
67- A land measure

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

GRAFT LEG NERVES
TO CURE PARALYSIS
Restores Expression and Fa

cial Muscle Control.

Better health while fashionable. This
has been decreed for Little Sister
when she plays outdoors this summer.
A most practical sun suit, Carolyn T.
Radnor-Lewis writes in Child Life
.Magazine, is the M garment shown
above. It is made of flowered broad
cloth with a smart matching hat A
pert little bow on the back of the suit
and also on the hat lends an addi
tional smart touch.
Another garment which is finding
favor among mothers is this M com
bination suit. Made of durene and
sayon mesh, it has an ingenious clos
ing which makes it easy for little
girls to dress and undress.

MANGER
North Stotion

BOSTON

500

ROOMS
With BATH

lo, EXTRA PERSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Ixacutlva Office

HOTEL MANGER
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
Pleoie tend ■----- C«rd»
for «»• by friondt •od
obligotion.

StreetCity v

X

No

New York.—A highspeed method
of grafting living human nerves
from the leg to the face, enabling
the victims of facial paralysis to
recovery from three to eight times
more rapidly than under former
treatments, has been announced by
the Millbank Memorial fund.
The new method restores emo
tional expression as well as control
of muscles. It has been developed
by Dr. Arthur B. Duel of this city
and Sir Charles Ballance of Lon
don.
Thc experimenting was done with
animals, but 17 human beings al
ready have been operated on suc
cessfully by Doctor Duel, aud three
of these In one month showed signs
of returning nerve control previ
ously not noted In less than three
to eight months.
A sensory nerve is taken from
the patient's leg and spliced In much
the same way as a rope Into the
deadened section of the facial
nerve. The leg loses some of its
‘•feeling" temporarily.
To speed up the growth of the
transplanted nerve in its new sur
roundings, lt Is treated ln advance
while still In the leg, much as seeds
are treated ln scientific .methods .
of speeding np agricultural growth.*
This advance treatment consists
ln severing the leg nerve and then
leaving lt still ln the leg for two
or three weeks, during which It
rids Itself of some of Its own
•detritus,” or parts, a necessary pre
liminary to Its further growth.
Then, when It ls ready to start
growing, lt ls placed In the face.
Doctor Duel ls senior aural sur
geon, a vice president and chairman
of the board of surgical directors
of the Manhattan Eye, Ear and
Throat hospital.

The Inventor of Portland cement
was an English stonemason, Joseph
Aspdin of Leeds, and hls patent was
taken out in October, 1S24. His proc
ess consisted In calcining a mixture
of limestone and clay and reducing
the resultant clinker to a powder.
He gave the name “Portland" ce
ment to this substance because
when It hardened it resembled the
stone from the Portland quarries ot
England. The first Portland cement
In this country wa9 manufactured
by David O. Saylor at Copley. Pa.,
ln 1872, and he was followed soon
afterward by Thomas Millen of
South Bend. Ind. According to the
United States bureau of mines, the
United States production of cement
In 1928 was 178.051,977 barrels,
valued at $278,883,042. Tills Amer
ican production Is stated to be
greater than the production of all
the rest of the world.
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Shewing liow Lain factory will look when completed—John E. Cain on left
looking over plans w ith Mayor Russell of Cambridge, Mass.

A

It was a good many years ago
that John Barrymore made one of
hls first stage successes ln “The
Fortune Hunter." The play went
so well that Louis Joseph Vance
was Induced to write a book lrom
lt. The book was Illustrated by Ar
thur William Brown, and Wlnchell
Smith Induced Barrymore to pose
for some of the Illustrations. The
other day a young man came to Mr.
Brown's studio. He brought him a
battered copy of “The Fortune
Hunter," which he said he had
picked up ln a Chinese book shop
In Shanghai; said he thought the
Illustrator might like to have It. Hls
reason for bringing the book to Mr.
Brown was that he had always
liked hls Illustrations.
• • •
But there was more to It than
that. In the back of the book was
pasted a label which read: "Amer
ican Library association. Overseas
Service." As further proof that this
particular book had been through
the war was a list ot those who
apparently had taken It from the
library. They ranged all the way
from corporals to colonels. And
the pages had many names and com
ments scribbled on the margin. On
one page had been penciled a quota
tion from “Alice ln Wonderland."
The name written below it was that
of in Englishman. It was Rupert
Brooke.
•

John E. Cain of Cambridge. Mass .
manufacturer of mayonnaise and
other table condiments, ls hitting the
ball hard. Steam shovels are ketually working. Cambridge is about tc
have an addition to the Cain plant
that will double its floor space. There
have been many news stories lately
sbout better conditions. This Is ac
tual
proof The Cain Company ls a
The American'* Creed
"The American's Creed” was writ privately owned organization and Is
ten by William Tyler Page, clerk investing its own funds, not those of
of the house of representatives, ln a large number of stockholders, to
1917. It follows:
make these improvements. The en
“1 believe in the United States of thusiasm for what Mr. Cain term. ■
America as a government of the as the Opportunity Year does not
people, by the people, for the peo end with the building. Mr. Cain Is
ple; whose just powers are derived
from the consent of the governed;
SOME TIMELY HINTS
a democracy in a republic; a sov
ereign nation of many sovereign
states; a perfect union, one and in From Which You Should Profit If
You Have a Roadside Market
separable; established upon those
principles of freedom, equality. Jus
Are you planning a roadside mar
tice and humanity for which Amer
ican patriots sacrificed thelr lives ket this year? If so, here are some
and fortunes.
suggestions which may help to get
“1 therefore believe It ls my duty
to my country to love It; to sup the motorist to stop. Alter he has
port Its Constitution; to obey Its stopped, of course, it's up to you.
laws; to respect Its flag, and to de
Be sure to get the greatest visibility
fend It against all enemies.”
fcr the stand. Bright straw yeflp.’.
prepared paint will do this /or i*fxi
"By Appointment"
Use of the British royal arms and Yellow is one of the colors' wfich
the words “By appointment” is a have the greatest visibility. Hive
privilege granted to those firms
which supply goods to a royal a gn cne hundred yards down Ihe
household, says the Montreal Her read on each side of lhe road, facing
ald. No one else may use them. .he driver. The sign should read
Actually, the firms to supply goods Rcadsids Market 100 Yards Ahead."
are selected by the master of the If you can select an appropriate
household in a royal palace, and name, so much the better. Have the
each receives a warrant of appoint signs the same color sclfcme as the
ment These warrant-holders have
a special society of their own to stand, so the continuity will affect
safeguard the privileges they enjoy, the purchaser. Get a straw-colored
paint with durability and high gloss
and they hold an annual banquet
Have the roci of the stand painted
in bright green and the trimmings
Record Size for Spruce Tree
“What a Christmas tree that in bright green
White and crimson red as a color
would have made," some one sighed
as the Clemens Logging company, scheme. Both have good visibility.
Melbourne, Wash., brought In the The body of the stand can be hi
largest spruce tree ever cut in Grays white and the trimmings in crimson.
Harbor forests. The tree, believed Have a chair or two done the same
to be more than 450 years old, con
way. These add color and give a
tained 56,000 board feet, enough
completely to build two five-room tcuch of comfort, even if they are
t
houses. The log measured 11 feet not used.
Tiger orarge and cream. These
across the bottom and 9 feet
across the top. There were five 24- sre distinctly strong visibility colore
'uot logs cut from the tree, all of when placed together. Have the
\’n. 1 grade.
ledv of the stand in cream and the

launching the largest newspaper ad
vertising campaign in the history of
his business. Tiiis campaign will be
carried in 65 eastern newspapers, pop
ularizing the new Cain's Mastermixt
Mayonnaise, which ls developed from
a secret process exclusively controlled.
We take our hats off to the optim
ism shown by Mr. Cain and congratu
late Mayor Russell of Cambridge.,
Ma on having such an aggressive ,
type of manufacturer in his city. If
we had more manufacturers with the !
optimism of Mr. Cain, it would not be ’
long before we had full dinner pails
ar.d a minimum of unemployment.— ,
adv.
'.rimmirfg in tiger orange. The roof
can be in brown.
If you wish to be very smart, have
thc shelves done ln the same color i
cs the other shades.
Wrap ycur best products ln cel- i
lc phans. This has sometimes in- |
creased rales as much as 400 percent. ,
Fine fruit is enhanced by being done
up in this transparent wrapper. So
ate gocd-looking vegetables. It also
gives the Impression of cleanliness |
and added freshness
Keep old newspapers and litter i
away from the stand. Nothing j
makes a would-be-purchaser so dis- '
trustful as the appearance of neglect.
Many a sale has been lost because j
there was no sight appeal when the J
driver slowed down.

Cat on City’* Pay Roll
Feel* Mayor’* Budget Ax
Boston.—Folio, the Boston public
library’s official cat, for which $50
Is appropriated annually for liver,
milk and salmon, has had milk
taken from the bill of fare and may
he out of a job, If Mayor J. M. Cur
ley's pencil cuts much deeper Into
the budget Public buildings have
been deprived of Ice because of the
depression, and fresh milk has be
come out of the question. Folio has
cleared the library of mice and does
only patrql duty nowadays.
Farmer Blows Head Off

Lancaster, Pa.—Despondent, Wil
liam Kulp, seventy-one years old, re
tired farmer, placed a stick of dyna
mite In his mouth, lit the fuse and
blew hls head off.

Cars Being Built at World’s Fair

Ghost Town* of Death
Valley Coining to Life
Depth Valley, Calif.—Ghost towns
of the Death Valley country are
again quickening to life.
This was the word brought back
by Kathryn Ronan of Furnace
Creek inn, located on the floor of the
valley. Miss Ronan recently com
pleted a tour of the entire district,
visiting abandoned mining camps tn
the Funeral range, the Panamlnt
mountains and across the line ln
Nevada.
“Rhyolite, once a town of 10,000
people, and later entirely deserted,
Is again being used as a base by
prospectors,’’ she reported. “Men
thrown out of work by the depres
sion are returning to tlie old camps
and are again working over the de
serted shafts hunting new veins and
pockets."
The Death valley region Is stud
ded with abandoned camps. Most
of them date to the '90s and early
days of the century.
Ilhyollte, Nev., was the largest of
all. Panamlnt City, founded by the
robbers of the Wells Fargo Express
company, in San Francisco; Green
water, Furnace, Schwaub, Skldoo,
Harrisburg and Ballarat were oth
ers, Greenwater was the only ghost
town In the valley proper. The ma
jority were located In the surround
ing mountain ranges that rise 6,000
to 10,000 feet sheer from the belowsea-level floor of Death valley.
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Norman Dodd was at Yale with
Sam Pryor, Jr. When he came out.
he went Into a bank and did very
well there. But one day he decided
that be did not wish to spend hls
life In the hanking business. So
he left, gathered five other Yale
men and, merely dropping a letter
from banking, went Into the baking
business. He makes some sort of
cranberry health bread and 1a do
ing well again.
• • •
Several big Industrialists are In
terested ln a research body, which
they cal) the "National Committee
for Rebuilding Purchasing Power
and Prices.” The research part of
tt consists In trying to flnd out how
to do the rebuilding.
• • •
Many do not appear to know that
Franklin D. Roosevelt had a half
brother. The President-Elect's moth
er was Sara Delano, but hls father's
first wife was Helen Astor. Thelr
son was James Roosevelt Roosevelt,
once secretary to the embassy tn
London, who died only a few years
ago. He was known to his intimates
as “Rosy" Roosevelt.
• • •
•
One of the most beautiful moving
pictures 1 ever saw ls a series of
storm shots on a square-rigger off
Cape Horn. The man who took the
first of these pictures was washed
overboard and lost.
A charitable organization appealed
to a New York woman for a dona
tion of clothes. She went to a re
pository where her husband kept
cherished relics of the past and
selected a frock coat, which he had
not worn for many years, a pair
of pin stripe, lavender trousers,
from the same epoch, and a tall,
silk hat, which had seen better days.
These she contributed to the cause
and tt was not long before she re
ceived a warm note of thanks.
“You will be happy to learn," lt
read, “that the clothes yon so kind
ly sent us were the cause of our
being able to get a man unemployed
almost Immediate work. He Is now
greatly encouraged, as he has se
cured a Job driving a hearse."
• • •
A rich man of Manhattan had a
portrait of hla wife, an exceedingly
jilaln woman, done by a fashionable
painter. It pleased her greatly, as
the painter reduced her weight and
vastly improved both her form and
featurea. The Manhattanite showed
the picture to a candid friend;
asked hls opinion; got IL
“Ah,” said tbe friend, "very clev
er! But an appreciation, not a like
ness,"
• • a
Spring finds Sinclair I»wis and
hls wife In Vienna, where Mr. Lewis
Is working on another book. It usu
ally takes the author of “Main
Street" two years to complete a
novel
• • •
Frank Wykoff and Emmett Topplno, two of the greatest young
sprinters ln this age of speed, have
been seeing New York together re
cently In the daytime and racing
against each other on Satnrday eve
nings, They met at the Olympic
games and became fast friends.

Discovery of Gold In Nevada
Recalls the Great Stam
pede To California
,t

Maine Girl Takes Part
In Sending Off New Liner

Discovery of rich gold lodes ln the
old bonanza mining camp of Vir
ginia City, Nevada, has drawn Its
hundreds of fortune seekers from
I nearby territory; but it ls not of a
magnitude to start a stampede from
the East, such as those that set r.
large fragment of the nation on the
! march to California in 1849 and to
’ Colorado ln 1859.

"Once only a rumor was needed
to lure thousands of men across a
continent, or over the seas via
Panama and the Hom to the wilder
ness that was California," writes
Miss Linda Freeman of Cumberland
i Frederick Slmpich In a communica
Canter, a student at Barnard College,
tion to the Washington. D. C. head New York, who was chosen by the
United States Lines to release an
quarters of the National Geographic Army carrier pigeon from the top deck
of
the new Washington, largest liner
Society, recalling the stirring, lusty
ever built in America, just before the
days of California's big gold rush in big vessel sailed from New York on
May 10 on her maiden voyage to Eu
1849.
rope. The pigeon released by Miss
Richest Strike ln History
Freeman was named "Pine Tree" and
“When Marshall found gold near carried, in a small capsule attached to
one leg, a message addressed to Gov
Sutter's mill lt was the richest ernor Brann. thanking him for his gift
strike ln history. With their Jack- to the liner of the Pine Tree State's
flag, which flew from the rigging as
knives men gouged chunks of pure the Washington sailed. Similar mes
gold from hillside seams. Seven sages were sent by "pigeon post" to
Americans, with the help ol Indians, the governors of the 48 states. As
each carrier bird arrived back at the
j ‘took out 275 pounds of gold ln a lit- I Army Signal Corps post at Fort Mon
; tie more than six weeks . . Two mouth, N. J., the messages were
opened and relayed by wire to the
’ men In seven days obtained *17.000 state executives.
from a trench a few feet wide.'
Miss Freeman released the pigeon
"The news spread East. Polk [ from the box she is holding shortly
after this photo was taken.
, commented on the flnd ln a message
! oo Congress. No such excitement
: made pies at $10 each. Tents and
j had ever swept the Nation. By I flimsy shacks spread fcr miles.
1849 the whole world seemed gold
| "Mines or camps with such names
' mad
On every continent men
as Hell's Delight, Hangtown, Deliri
talked of California, and in everum Tremens, Blue Belly Ravine,
’ increasing thousands they moved
Poker Flat, Shirttail Canyon, and
i on San Francisco. In that year
Petticoat Slide hinted at the bols' 230
reached Cali
, ,American
_ , vessels
.
. r i terous spirit of the time. Nobody
fornia. During three weeks, in the . „ , _ , . , ., , „ .
.
.
,
.
'
. ! shaved. Behind the full beards of
spring of 49, nearly 18.000 people , ,.
...
j .v- »■_ . ni.
...
j 1 (he miners were the faces of young
crossed the Missouri River, westward
men. In fiopboots. flannel shirts.
bound.
__
, and slouch hats, all miners looked
" The migration was so stupen- I
alike, as they crowded the El Dorado,
dous,' says Cleland, the California
Bella Union and other glittering
historian, ‘as to outrank anything;
gambling dens of the day, losing
of its kind in the Nation's history?
their dust as easily as they had
A single Issue of the New York
fCund lt.
Herald carried more than 40 ad-1
“Malays, Mexicans. Moors, Austra
vertlsements offering to the Cali
lians, Chinese .Kanakas, Chileans,
fornia-bound crowds every aid, from
Peruvians —all Joined with Ameri
maps and pistols to 'gold-finders'
cans and Euiopeans to (give San
and ‘patent gold-extracting engines.’
Francisco, heart cf the bourn, that
High Coot of Tiavel
cosmopolitan character it still re
"Steerage tickets via Panama sold tains."
for $1,000. Thousands went this
VINALHAVEN At ROCKLAND
way; another army around thej
STEAMBOAT CO.
Horn; others across Nicaragua or
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Mexico. Death took frightful toll,
8teamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
M. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25.
especially among those crossing the A.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
Western deserts. James Abbey, a land about
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 5b P. li..
Forty nlner, wiote in hls diary Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4 40, due to arrive at Swan’s
that on one flfteen-mile stretch of (aland about 8 00 P. M
B. H. STINSON.
! ihwrt trail he counted 73'j dead
isn-tf
horses, oxen and mules; ln the last
ten miles, 362 wagons, besides
leather trunks, clothing and other i
things thrown away to lighten the
DAY |
loads.
"Imagine San Francisco then.
Gold crazy. Off on the treasure |
hunt months ahead of Eastern
hordes. Its homes, cows, chickens,
gardens, goods in stores—all were ;
deserted. At excitement's height j
even the sailors quit arriving ships '
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
to race for the gold fields, till a vast
□ day single .... and $4.00
. ghost fleet of silent vessels' lay idle
double for this smart centrally
and abandoned in the Bay.
located hotel.
"Newcomers, pouring in now by!
sea, made frantic demands at any
price (or food, clothes and mining
1OOO ROOMS
ou Jilts. In a few weeks popula
but what rooms they are I
tion multiplied a hundred times:
Thousands slept in open fields. Two
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
1 streams, new arrivals on their way i
private bath, shower, radio, circu
to the mines, and men hastening,
lating ice water and many other
back to spend thelr dust and nug- ,
features you'll be happy about.
gets, brought the young San Fran
cisco amazing wealth.
Literally I
j millions of dollars poured into it.
Some miners brought back gold
enough to toss nuggets at the feet
of stage singers in the smoke-filled,
; boisterous music halls.
“Houses couldn't be built fasf
51st STREET
I enough. ‘Any room 20 by 60 feet,'
AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW YORK
wrote Oeneral W. T. Sherman ln his
ROY MOULTON
'Memoirs,' ‘would rent for $1,000 a
Execvhve Vice-Pre«. ond Managing Dir.
month.’ A Kentuckian, later fa
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE IOOKIET
mous, got his start selling home-.

Gt ttud.

Motet \

SMS’S

•. Bell eradicate.—WNU Service.

Take* at Least $1
to “Fix” Tag Here
Portersville, Calif,—Nobody es
capes from Police Judge Eugene
L. Scott’s court without paying a
fine. The Judge never fines any
one less than $1, and when of
fenders do not have that amount
he sentences them to spend one
day iff the police station. But the
Judge accepted 99 cents the other
day. An offender, who pleaded
guilty to a minor traffic violation,
offered the sum. The Judge took
It, added one cent from hls own
pocket and wrote “closed” on the
docket

Millions of people will have their first opportunity to see
an automobile being built, when they visit this mammoth
room where the Chevrolet Motor Company will assemble
“Master Six" coaches and coupes in the special General
Motors Building at “A Century of Progress" exposition.
On the left, Fisher bodies are being fabricated on a “J"

shaped line and on the right, Chevrolets are being assembled
from the bare frame to the completed car, ready to be driven
out of the building under their own power. Note.in the center
of the photograph, the body being swung from the end of
the Fisher line over to ita place on a Chevrolet chassis.
Visitors may purchase cars built here and drive them home.

DONT SUFFER FROM SOUR
STOMACH, INDIGESTION
Indigestion, acidity, heartburn and
sour stomach often lead to serious
stomach trouble. Dr Emil’s Adla
Tablets counteract these conditions.
Give quick relief. C. H Moor & Com
pany, Druggists.

May

We Suggest—

•• V

HOTEL BELLEVUE
■BACON STRfcbT

BOSTON, MASS.

ea Bmc«
Nest td tht
i House.

Just a few minutes walk to the theatre, hnancial,
snd ’hopping centers.

New lower
Rates
s*
Rooms without bath, \(X) up; with bath, ^,00 up
Complete Resraurant and Cafeteria Service

Every-Other-Day
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NATIVES USE PLANT
TO PRESERVE TEETH

ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

TODAYS MAGIC FEATURE

Memorial services were held at the
Methodist Church Sunday morning
with Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. at
tending in a body. Rev. F. F. Fowle,
pastor, delivered the sermon, hls
subject "The Three Imperishable
Memorials—The Folly of War,
Futility of War and Future of War."
Rev. G. F. Currier of the Baptist
Church assisted in the opening and
dosing of the service, and several
£< lections were rendered by a mixed
choir from both churches. The au
ditorium was beautifully decorated,
Mrs. Emma Torrey having charge of
that wotjt.
Charles L. Veazie spent the week
end in Boston
Mrs. Jennie Sidelinger of Owl’s
Head was weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs Leslie C. Deane.
The usual Memorial Day services
will bc held Tuesday at 2 o'clock at
Amesbury Hill Cemetery. The line
cf march wil] be formed at G A R
hall at 1.30 and proceed to the iron
tridge where the usual ceremony in
honor of the departed sailors will
take place. The line will then con
tinue on to the cemetery where the
address will be given by Rev. G. F.
1 Currier and exercises by school chil
dren. Music will be furnished by the
RHB Band. Mrs. Cacilda Cain will
serve as officer of the day.
• • • fc

Vinalhaven responded generously
Saturday to the appeal of the Vet
erans of Foreign Wars, in the annual
Poppy Day. The poppies which were
But It* Discoverer Say* It
sold by the children of the American
Turn* Them Black.
Legion and Auxiliary, are mode by
disabled veterans In the hospitals. The
Chicago.—A plant that allegedly
money raised will be used for the re
prevent* tooth decay has Just been
lief of disabled veterans.
brought to the Smithsonian institu
tion by Dr. W. A. Archer, American
Mrs. L. W. Lane was hostess Friday
botanist and explorer of the rainevening to thc Rainbow Club
drenched Jungles of the C'lioco re
Mrs. W P. Greenlaw has returned
gion of northwestern Colombia. The
from Lynnfield, Mass. She was ac
plant was Identified as a new s|iecompanied by her grandson Norman
clea of Schraders, a member of the
coffee family. It Is being described
Balcom who is her guest.
as a new species by P. C. Standley
Mrs. Harriet Jones of Rockland ar
of the Field museum, tbe recog
rived
Sunday.
nised authority on this family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Calderwood
Archer found lt ln use among the
hitherto almost unknown Citara
have returned from Portland, where
tribe of Choco Indians.
Mrs. Calderwood was a patient at the
These aboriginals. Archer says,
Maine General Hospital.
Insist that it Is a perfect tooth
Joseph Leopold was in town Friday.
preservative. The children chew
Willard Phllbrook, Alexander Beggs
the leaves until a film of some sort
ls formed over the teeth. Adult*
and Valois Young left Fr iday for Fort
chew them about twice a year to
Williams, where they will be assigned
restore any worn-off parts of the
to the reforestation camp.
film.
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd returned Satur
Turns Teeth Black.
day
from Everett, Mass
Whether the plant does all that
• • • •
ia claimed for It, Archer says, can
Mrs Alfred Raymond, Miss Rita
not be determined without exten
sive Investigation. It ls a fact, he
Greenlaw, Mrs. Frank Sellers and
claims, that th* Citara have almost
Miss Alice Creed entertained at pyra
perfect teeth. Skulls of past gener
mid tea and cards Thursday at the
ations also show Intact teeth with
home of Mrs Raymond. Six tables
no signs of decay.
were
at play.
Even If some substance derived
Mrs. Mary L. Arey, Mrs. Carroll
from the plant should prove a per
Class Play Great Success
fect tooth preservative there Is one
The R.HS Junior class play, "Oh Gregory and Mrs. L. C. Smith re
slight drawback to its Introduction
turned Saturday from attending the
ln dental practice—It turns the teeth Professorl” which was presented Eastern Star Grand Lodge at Port
Friday
evening
at
Town
hall
was
one
almost jet black. Among tbe Citara.
however, black teeth are considered of the best ever given by the local land.
Miss Myona Loyde left Saturday for
objects of beauty, and white teeth <ohools It was of the type admir
would be viewed almost as a de ably adapted to the youthful per a visit with relatives in Boston.
formity. And, Archer points out. formers and they in every way
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston
the preference of one color to an measured up to the full requirements
was weekend guest of her aunt, Mrs.
other ln teeth ls largely a matter
cf the various scenes. It was found L. R. Smith.
of education.
Another Jungle plant hitherto un necessary at almost the last moment
Mr. and Mrs. Colin Wood of
known to science brought to the to substitute for Clarence Collamore, Quincy. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
8mlthsonlan by Archer 1* described the leading man. Atwood Leven- Mrs. James Ross.
by the explorer as bearing a fruit saler of Rockland, who was seen here
Mrs. O. V. Drew and daughter Cleo
which might be “like the original last summer with the Trumbull
have
returned from Winterport.
apple of the Carden of Eden." It
Players, was prevailed upon to
Kenneth Black, O. V. Drew, W.
I* known only by Its scientific name,
assume the part and with only one Adelbert Smith, E G CUrver, W. Y.
Siparuoa archeri.
lull rehearsal with the cast handled Fossett and Mrs. Charles Chilles.
Fruit* Burst Open.
Its discoverer describes It as a his lines in an excellent manner. As members of the bank committee, were
shrub about 10 feet high which e fake professcr he was placed in | in Rockland Friday.
blooms with an abundance of pale many embarrassing positions, rhe
Miss Minnie Wood has. returned
green orchld-llke flowers. These de solving of which caused much
from
Quincy. Mass., and is guest of
velop Into fruits approximately the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
size of small pears with brilliant amusement.
Playing opposite Mr. Levensaler
red cheeks. When dead ripe the
Warren Brown of Medford. Mass ,
fruit* burst open and a strong lemon was Miss Lois Bures, as Patricia Pat has been visiting his aunt Mrs. Eliza
terson, whom he had met while on a Swears the past week.
odor comes from them.
Although there ts a strong temp visit in Paris ar.d with whom he had
Mrs Rilla Bray of Rockland is the
tation to eat some of these lovely fallen in love. On her return from
fruits, Archer says, the Jungle ne the visit she re-entered Brixton guest of her son Bradford Bray
- • • «
groes believe them to be highly pois
Academy
as
a
student
and
there
Memorial
Sunday
was observed at
onous to animals. The nature of
the poison ts unknown. The shrub tound her lover, known to her in Union Church. Rev N. F. Atwood
might be highly decorative ln green Paris as Michael Pemberton, now gave a fine address appropriate to the
posing as Prof. Percival Courtwright, day. Patriotic orders attending were
houses, Archer believes.
Still another curiosity of the who is substituting during the absence ; Commander W. S. Vinal. the one re
Jungles, specimens of which were of the school professor Dr. Arlstotte.
brought bark by Archer, ls the played by Douglas Davis Chesley maining comrade of Lafayette Carv
er Post, GAB; Woodcock-Cassie"kerosene tree." The native* tap
It and use the sap In lamps like Cripps. portrayed the real Prof Coombs Post, A L ; Gettysburg Camp.
Courtwright and his experiences as Sons of Veterans; Lafayette Carver
kerosene.
lidir.g teacher brought down the Corps, Ladies of the G A.R; American
house. Lawrence Snow as Jimmy Legion Auxiliary, and Girl 8couts.
Wyoming Farm “Hand*”
Anderson handled his part In a proAre Found Highly Paid ] fessior.al manner and made a very There was special music by the choir
and Mr' Frank Sellers was soloist.
Cheyenne, Wyo.—Wyoming farm
"bands" receive the highest wages attractive modern miss Earl Payson The evening was devoted to the poppy
paid Id nln* representative western ' as the Janitor, figured prominently program. The platform was deco
and mldwestern states, a recent sur j in the comedy of the play and re rated with Old Glory and banners of
ceived hearty applause whenever he the several orders. The chorus ol
vey indicated.
"Hired help,” however, did not appeared. As a typical and winsome Auxiliary members in white, and
exactly get rich working on tbe French girl. Mile. Fifi. no one could
World War veterans in uniform, sang
farms of this state last fslL Tbe have fitted better than did Arline
America and America the Beautiful
average “hand" received board,
room and $25.25 a month, as com Ingraham. Miss Frederica, dean of yjje offering was taken by sons of the
pared to tbe board, room and *63 a the academy was played by Aune HUI American Legion - Richard Libby,
month he received ln 1928 and 1929. and the students were represented Norman Johnson. Ambrose Peterson,
order
In 1960, the wage had dropped to by Ruth Orbeton. Bernice Nutt. Jr and Leslle Dyer Jr
$47.75, and ln 1931 to $35.50.
Dorothy Welt and Lillie Hill.
of service included scripture reading,
Despite the $10 a month redaction
Other members of the class assist'
from the 1931 wage, the farm work cd in various ways. Muriel Giles be
and message of the Poppy, by Miss
er ln this state received $5.50 more
a month than did men doing simi ing in charge of the tickets assisted Gwendolyn Greene. The chorus sang
lar work In Minnesota. lows, Mis- by Evelyn Oarver. and Beverly Well a medley of wartime songs. Mrs
sonri. North and South Dakota, Ne man, as property manager. Before Owen Roberts and H. L. Coombs were
braska Kansas and Wisconsin. The ihe play and between the aots music soloists. Mrs Elliott Hall organist.
average pay in those states wa* was furnished by the Camden-Rock ■ The tableau. The Star Spangled Ban
$19.80.
'
port Student Orchestra witli Mrs. ner, was posed by Mrs. Everett Libby.
Only one of the eight states pnid
Stella Lenfest at the piano. Eliza A large congregation filled the church.
its farm hsnfls more ln 1928 than
• • • •
did Wyoming. That state was North beth Calder and Zenas Melvin of
Dakota, where In boom times farm Camden assisted in the make up and
Owen P. Lyons
er workers were paid $54.25 and Stephen Oushee of Camden rendered
The whole community was sad
board and room. This year tbe valuable assistance to the coach.
North Dakota worker received Milford Payson at the dress re- dened to learn of the death of Hon.
Owen P. Lyons, which occurred Sun
$20.50 a month, or $4.75 less than l.carral. A good sum was realized
day at the home of Mr and Mrs. E
hla fellow workmen ln Wyoming.
C. McIntosh, where he was taken
TENANT’S HARBOR
Wednesday when he became suddenly
City People Flocking
ill. Mr. Lyons was born In Nova
to Georgia Farmhouse*
Mr. and Mrs Samuel Davis of Red Scotia, the son of John and Bridget
Valdosta, Ga.—The migration of stone, N. H.. are staying at their cot
(Burke) Lyons. His age was S3 years
city people to the soil has been ln
tage here for a few weeks.
last
Armistice Day. His passing has
such number* that not a habitable
Fred Rompkey launched his speed brought sorrow to the whole town,
farmhouse ln tbe Valdosta area Is
vacant Every building fit for boat Saturday after giving It the once as he was a friend to everyone
dwelling shelters a family. Many over with a good coat of varnish and throughout his long Ufe. He was
have no means of financing a crop other repairs.
truly beloved by all who knew him,
or even feeding themselves until
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of both old and young, and was a man
harvest, but they express confidence Warren, Mass., arrived last week to
without an enemy.
of eking out a better living than In
spend the summer at thelr cottage in
Mr. Lyons had been a resident of
tbe cities.
Vinalhaven 64 years., during which he
In numerous Instances migrators Martinsville.
The State crew of men are here giv served the town as selectman several
moved Into vacant houses without
oven troubling to flnd out who ing the State road a coat of tar and times, was chief of the fire depart
owned them. Once domiciled, tlicy gravel. Some of the home boys are ment, leader and organizer of the VIset about to drive a bargain witl> working on lt alro.
na’.havcn Band, a noted cornet solcist
the landlord.
Mrs. Alice Whseler and daughter and prominent in musical circles. He
Elisabeth attended the Eastern Star served as town'clerk 35 consecutive
Born and Died in Same House
Laredo, Texas.—Miss Francises Grand Lodje ln Portland last week, years and held that office at the time
Juarez was born and died In tbe also Mrs. William Imlach, Mrs. James of his death. He was postmaster four
same house here, a structure 150 Cant, Mrs. John Reid and Mrs. Baum. years, and had been representative
years old, and which was once used
Everyone is pleased to have our old to the Legislature in Augusta and
by pioneer residents of this city
friend and neighbor John A. Fuller also State Senator. Mr. Lyons was a
a stockade during Indian fighting. with us again after spending the win
Hie elghty-nlne-year-old woman died ter in Attleboro, Mass. He was ac man of sterling character. He was
engaged ln the Jewedry business, hav
receutly. She left Laredo only onqfe,
companied by Bewail Wagle of that ing a store op Main street. In 1915 he
then sojourning to San Antonio.
place, who will spend a few days here. chaperoned the senior class of Vinal
haven High School to Washington,
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
D. C.
NU-VI-TA HERB A IRON TONIC
cleanses thc system.
During his last illness Mr. Lyons
Gilchrest
, j 2I. ItIt purifies
thc blood.
It Improves the appetite.
was tenderly cared for by hls niece,
Monumental Work* 3.
4. It aids Digestion.
Mrs. Mary Daniels. He leaves other
5. It tones up the system.
Main Street
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to nieces,
Mrs.
'Raymond Briggs
Thomaston, Maine
Constipation.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 7. correct
(Jennie Lyons) of Augusta, and
It Is guaranteed safe and reliable.
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me. Miss Teresa McKenna; nephews,
Telephone Connexion
61-T-94

t*
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Coffee -Hot and De/icious

Out of Thin Air /
LAST NIGHT I SAW A MAGICIAN
SERVE 100 CUPS Of COTFEE
TO THE AUDIENCE OUT OF A
HUGE COFFEE POT THAT HE
PRODUCED FROM NOWHERE.

I HAD A CUP OF THE
COFFEE MYSELF, SOI
KNOW IT WASN’T A
TRICK.

HfHUS THE
992! CUP AND
STILL SOME
LEFT. ANYONE
ELSE 1

YOU HAVE BEEN
FOOLED AGAIN,

ELLIE____

I

Ox

_THE COFFEE

POT

WAS TELESCOPED
TOP OF

INTO THE

THE TABLE.

THE

WAS IN

COFFEE

M......

POT IS RAISED
TO TOP OF
TABLE WHEN
MAGICIAN
LIFTS CLOTH.

SO THAT’S THE
TRICK ! HAVE A
CIGARETTE ?

V-h
saVi'l
....... & .

I'M SORRY,BUT I

DON'T ENJOY THAT

BRAND. THEY.

A TANK UNDER THE

STAGE.

AN

SISTANT

PUMPED

AS

IT UP THROUGH A

RUBBER TUBE IN

THE LEG OF THE

MAGICIAN'S STAND.

TO BOOM BELOW

TUBE

DO THEY REALLY TASTE
FLAT? I THOUGHT THEY
WERE SUPPOSED TO BE
MILD.

OH, JACK—TH IS IS
wonderful! what
is it those ads say:
"itS more fun to know"?,

MILD ?TRY A

ELLIE DIDN'T

KNOW
THAT SHE HAD

ILLUSIONS

CAMEL AND YOU'LL
GET MILDNESS
AND B.EITE.R
TASTE.TOO.

YES,IT'S THE
TOBACCO

iff more fu*
to Know
Camels are made from

ABOUT

THAT COUNTS.^

CIGARETTES

ELLIE.

UNTIL JACK

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other

PERSUADED

popular brand. You’ll

HER TO TRY

appreciate the mildness

HIS

...the flavor...the added

NOW

pleasure of costlier to

ONE

OF

CAMELS.

SHE’S A CAMEL

baccos.

FAN ,TOO.

CoenlSht. I”1 • J

Tobaeco Co<ap«o>

CAMELS’* J^ST CQgTjjgR TOBACCOS
LIGHT FROM A STAR

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Will Start Signals Marking Tonight's
Opening of Chicago Exposition

(Saturday Item!
Light from the star Arcturus will be
caught by telescopes st four widely
separated observatories tonight and
wiU cause signals to pass over West
ern Union telegraph lines to Chicago
to open the Century of Progress Ex
position.
Arcturus, a fixed star of the first

tf:

W?
..'hi, :■!
’I

magnitude ln the constellation of
Bootes is approximately 40 light years
d.stant from the Earth, or 40 times
the distance light travels in one year.
When the Columbian Exposition in
Chicago opened in 1893. Arcturus sent
rays of light which were destined to
reach the Earth at the time the Cen
tury of Progress Exposition will open.
Western Union will provide lines di
rect from each observatory to the Ex
position. ready to carry the opening
signal.
Operators at the observatories will

listen to radio broadcasts of Ute cere i light a powerful searchlight on the
monies al the Exposition. At the cor tower of the Hall of Science When
rect time they will expose the photo the beam ot the searchlight is turned
electric cells to the light of the star. on the buildings of the Exposition, the
When the equipment operated by thc light will cause photoelectric cells at
tube closes the circuit in the tele tach building to generate current and
graph line, the Impulse will travel turn on the exterior illumination of
over the line direct to the Exposition the Exposition.
and will close a contact there. The
Actor—"Yes, my friends, usually
signal from each observatory will
close one of a series of contacts and my audiences are glued to thelr
the closing of the last contact will sea ta."
complete a circuit which will oper Friend'—“What a quaint way of
ate a master switch. This switch will keeping them there."—Legion Week-

.5

J© 31

TAKING

THE “RUMBLE”

OUT

OF

THE

RUMBLE

SEAT

a*’ -n V'.'-S
•V*9-5 V*.

ax

m i$
»

•» .x

’do 4i» •H
rfc

*1$

HE MAY NEED THEM

Harry is looking at something
and wondering if he had better
take them out and wear them. If
you want to see what they are,
take your pencil and join all the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number forty-two. He
says his Uncle Fred gave them to
him last Christmas.
Owen P. McKenna, Thomas L. Me-1
Kenna, Mathew McKenna of Boston; !
Owen P Lyons of Dedham. Mass.; I
seven grandnieces and nephews, one
great-grandniece; also a cousin.
Thomas Burke of New Hampshire.
Many of the townspeople took leave
of the remains at the, home of Mr.
and Mrs. McIntosh Monday from 4 to
6 o'clock. The body was accompanied
to the steamboat wharf by the Vinal
haven Band and many citizens Tues
day morning, the band enroute play
ing a funeral dirge. Thence the body J
was taken to Rockland for services in
St. Bernard's Church. Burial was in
St. James cemetery at Thomaston
The abundance of beautiful floral
tributes testified to the love and
esteem in which he was held.

In the good old days, it used
rumble along.” Only then, they
•eat*.’* The “rumble” was added
ping, explosive noises that used

to bc “merrily we
called ’em “bucket
because of the pop
to accompany the

rear seat rider. How times have changed is best shown
by this latest model De Luxe Plymouth coupe, with
Its deep-cushioned rumble seat which, with Floating
Power and quiet motor, is now “rumbleless.”

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Da?
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THE LITTLE GIRL WHO GREW UP!

At morning worship Sunday in ths
Federited Church the scripture
reading was Hebrews 12:14-29; and
the text a phrase from Philippians
4:8, "Think on these things." Mr.
Leach in his sermon on "Memorial
Day — Retrospect and Prospect,"
spoke of several present-day efforts
toward a future worthy the best
heritage from the past, and stressed
the active, forward-looking steps
toward world peace. The patriotic
hymns were in keeping with this
theme, and the anthem was "O
Master, Let Me Walk With Thee.
The beautiful tulips were from the
gardens of Miss Margaret Ruggles, j
Mlrs. Charles Creighton and Mis.
Levi Seavey. In the evening this I
church joined in the Memorial Day
service in the Baptist Church.
Mrs. Eilisc Allen Corner is closing;
her studio and will be with the j
Chalif Normal School of Dancing in
New York city until Aug. 22.
The Thomaston National figures'
as posted Sunday show $135910.
total raised.
The Baptist Ladies Circle meets I
Wednesday with supper at 6 p. m. j
Committal service of the remains
of Albert A. Keene of Hyde Park.:
Mass., was held at the Thomaston j
cemetery Sunday afternoon in the I
presence of relatives and friends.
Relatives accompanying the remains
■ ■
—
were Mrs. Keene and Mr and Mrs tnond K Greene; scripture and
RECITAL OF DANCE
WARREN
Nelson Keene. Rev. H. F. Leach prayer. Rev. Hubert F. Leach;
of the Federated Church officiated, speakers, Capt. Huntley, Col. Phil-; Elise Allen Corner’s Pupils Warren High won the baseball
Robert Batchelder of Everett, brick and Allen Kelley of Rcckland.
game with Waldoboro Friday after-:
Find Very Appreciative noon, thc score 3-6 in favor of the
Mass, is the guest of his cousin J. 1 Francis Geyer of Friendship, Fred-,
lormer. The six runs accredited
Murray Miller for a few days.
1 erick Morse of Thomaston: Star
Audience in Thomaston
Warren were made in the flrst half
Mrs. Charles Percy of New York Spangled Banner; benediction. Rev.
The "Recital of the Dance" by the cf the 8th inning. Warren will plav
is with Mrs. John E. Walker, who. Mr. Leach. The community in
is slowly recovering from her illness.' doing honor to the veterans brought! pupils of Elise Allen Corner at Watts the Searsmont team at Searsmon:
hall Friday evening was a revelation tomorrow. Wednesday afternoon
Edward Stone has returned from a honor to themselves.
Mrs. Amy Fuller returned Saturday
ftve days visit to his sister Mrs.
Having seats on the platform in the real art of dancing The per
Maude Silva in Boston.
were Rev. H. S Kilborn. Rev. H formance of the children was very from Belfast where she has spent the
Two games of baseball were played p Leach. Cant. Eldridge of Battery gratifying to the parents and a de rant two weeks with her son Ernest j
in Thomaston Sunday: State Prison p, CAC., Col. Philbrick. Alien ; light to all who witnessed it. Mrs Cor Fuller and family.
ner was assisted by Iris Suomir.en
G. Benjamin Ycung of Arlington
5. Boothbay Harbor 0; and Company Kelley, Capt. Huntley. Francis Geyer,
F. CAC, 1, Clark Island 0.
j Frederick Morse, veterans of the guest artist of Fitchburg. Mass . Miss Mass. has been weekend guest of his
Irene Ycung of Thomaston and Mrs sister Mrs Fred H. Wyllie.
A surprise wooden shower was civil War; Horace Vose. commander
Louie J Drewett of Warren, pianists.
given Mr. and Mrs. William Flint of Spanish War Veterans; Enoch
Dr. and Mrs A. H. St Clair Chase
Misses Wilma Libby and Esther Har
in their Knox street home Saturday Clark, commander of Williamsof Newton Centre. Mass., were at
jula were the ushers.
night. it being the first year anni- Brasier Post. Organizations repretheir summer home for tire weekend
Every feature of the program was so
versary of thelr marriage. A social sented in the services were DaughWarren Fire Department was
well done as to excite the admiration
evening was spent. Those present j ter5 cf the American Revolution,
of the greatly interested audience, called out Saturday afternoon to a
were Mr. and Mrs W. B D Gray. Ladies of the GAR.. Pine Cone
every member of which paid involun chimney blaze at the home of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. Miss Troop of Girl Scouts, American
tary tribute to the teacher who had and Mrs Harry Gordon. No Damage
Clara Spear. Nathan Farwell, Myles Legion and Auxiliary. Spanish War
obtained such excellent results. These was done.
Weston.
Veterans.
Mr and Mrs Oscar Grinnell of
nurrbers were presented:
Mrs. Mary Overlock who has been
Instrumental music. "Melody Four.’1 Camden were callers Sunday on Miss
with her sister Miss Edith Wilson
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Mrs. Louie J. Drewett. Miss Irene Julia Libby and other Warren friends.
at Malden.. Mass., has returned |
Young. Miss Beatrice Haskell and
Saturday at noon time the fire de
Rockville 10. Snipers 6
home. *She was accompanied toy
Ralph Davis; tapping along. Doro partment was called to a chimney
Rockville
ambushed
the
Snipers
her sister who will spend the holiday
under a 15-hit barrage and walked thea Burkhardt, Olive Rowell. Elonia fire at the home of Mr and Mrs
here.
Woodcock. Alfred Chapman. Barbara Percy French. There was no special
Miss Katherine Creighton came away with a 10 to 6 victory Sunday. Gilchrest. LaVonn; Sawyer and Helen
damage.
Saturday. Miss Creighton is a re- j Rockville did all its scoring in two
Stein;
"Baby
Frolic."
Virginia
Roes;
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Jakes and son
cent graduate of the Bouvc School | innings, the 6th and 8th. bunching
"Our Youngest." Patricia Roes; of Marlboro are house guests of Mr
of Physical Education.
hits t0
five runs 111 cach
“Around The World Revue," Ear! and Mrs Parker McKellar.
Mrs W T. Pease of Bath was a frame. A. Starr with four out of
Corner. Sonia Corner. Barbara Rich
Mr and Mrs. John Simpson of
guest of friends in town recently.
«'e and Brackett with two out of four
ardson. Margaret Winslow. Elonia Providence were guests of Mr. and
Miss Lena Shorey of the Portland
th€ir respective teams in hitting
Woodcock. Louisa Ashton. Dorothy Mrs Thomas Simpson over the week
teaching staff was at home for the and Tea*u<?
with the
Tibbetts. Barbara Gilchrest and Olive
fielding honors The score:
end.
weekend.
Rowell: bird dance. Patricia Roes;
Snipers
• • • •
Miss Mary R Carter is at home
buck dance. Alfred Chapman: "Happy
ab r bh po a
Mr. and Mrs Hiram Moody ol
from Orono for a brief stay.
Knowlton, ss ____ 5 2 12 1 1 Feet," LaVonne Sawyer; Miss Vanity. Waterville are guests of Sidney
Widdecombe. c...... 4 0 18 2 0 Margaret Winslow; balloon dance. Wyllie and Mr and Mrs. Lowell
I)o Not Miss It
7 0 Sonia Corner and Virginia Roes; ■ Moody.
1
Kalloch. p ............. 5
“Sardines." a play giving a vivid
1 1 1 Mlada. Olive Rowell; "Sleep Dolly
1
Valenti, cf..........4
Oliver Libby and guest Fred Folsom
picture of life in a little Maine fishing gp,ou.j 3b
Sleep." Beverly Cogan; "Silver Hoop,"
5
0
of
Auburn spent Sunday with Mr and
town, will be given by the Beta Alpha Mason, rf ............... 4
Irene Young; "Butterfly," Soma Cor
0
Mrs Hiram Libby at their cottage on
ner;
"Soft
Shoe,"
Dorothea
Burk

at the Baptist vestry June 14. Th" Brackett, lb
4 1 2 10
play written by a Boston woman Robbjns lf
hardt and Helen Stein: "Bowrev Bird Point. Cushing.
4 1 1 2
Earl Spear of Waldoboro has been
whose summrrs were spent in Maine. Huntlev 2p
4 2 1 2
I Waltz Clog." Baibara Gilchrest and
received the $1000 award for the best
Alfred Chapman; Miss Personality. visiting his parents. Mr and Mrs Clif
one-aot play of the year, and was onc
Margaret Winslow; "Pep and Youth," ford Spear at East Warren.
39 6 8 24 13
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal returned
of the first plays to be broadcast suc
Arlene Johnson; “Dimples Steps
Rockville A. C.
cessfully. Such talented players as
Out.” Barbara Richardson; "Win Sunday to Arlington, Mass., with
ab r bh po a
Mrs Edith Kilborn, Mrs. Leila M. Starr, lb
some." Louisa Ashton; "Will You their son Dr Raymond Vinal of Bos
.... 5 12 8 0
Smalley, Mrs. Minnie Newbert. Mrs G. Starr, c ...
Dance With Me?" Beverly Cogan and ton who had motored down for them
1 3 10 1
Percy Studley and Mrs. Mane Helin. 3b ....
Sonia Corner; Natoma. Dorothea ihe day before.
2 10 0
Singer are in the cast. Following Hunt, p
Burkhardt; "Egyptian Acrobat," Iris
Dinner guests Saturday of Miss Er0
"Sardines." a little fantasy recently
rf
Suominen; "Cotton Pickers." Olive mina Williams and Mrs. Hattie Mc
Rowell and LaVonne Sawyer; "Sweet Farland were Mr and Mrs. George
produced at B F. Keith's Theatre. A starr 2b
Boston, will be put on by two of
jf
ness," Dorothy Tibbetts; “Pirate and Gonia of Quincy, Mass., who are visit
The Rag Doll," Earl Corner, Margaret ing Mr. and Mrs. P D Starrett and
Thomaston's younger set. Come and J Teaguc ss
1 1
see what happened at midnight.!
cf
Winslow and Helen Stein; “Jump Mrs. Anna Starrett.
1 2
Rope Clog." Helen Stein; military tap.
Miss Betty Brown portrays the girl of,
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Rokes enter
General Knox's day. while Marjorie
40 10 15 27 10 1 Barbara Richardson; exhibition waltz tained Mr. and Mrs Harold Ladd 0!
Mills will take the part of the peppy
Two-base hits. Knowlton. Brackett. Jane Ryder and Warren Simmons; Pittsfield. N H., over the weekend.
modern girl Mrs. Amos Mills. Mrs. HeUn Home
Huntley sacrifice I tap, Arlene Johnson and Loomis
Mr and Mrs Walter Tibbetts of
Wilbur Strong and Miss Christine wt Teague Double plays. Teague. Young; "Talking Dolly," Dorothy Tib Malden, Mass , spent the wcekend
Moore are the committee in charge, j A starr and M starr Bases on tells betts; "Flames," Elonia Woodcock;
with Mrs. Hannah 8pcar
Admission only 25 cents.
on Hunl j struck out. by Hunt 9. by j "Limber Little Lady." Margaret WlnsMr. and Mrs William Overlock of
• • • •
Kalloch 7. Hit by pitcher, Salminen. I low; "Ups and Downs of a Bell-Hop,” Orffs Corner, Waldoboro, spent
Union Memorial Service
Alfred
Chapman;
strut,
Iris
Suomi

Valenti. Umpires, Auspond and Welt.
Thursday night at their home here.
A large audience in which the
• • • •
nen.
Mir. and Mrs. Henry Clarver of
patriotic organizations of thc town
Talk about your fatal sevenths!
Camden were callers Sunday or.
BREMEN
held a large place, gathered at the Rockland High scored 10 runs in the
Miss Ermina Williams.
Baptist Church Sunday evening in seventh inning at Thomaston last FriHarry Oordon. assisted by Walter
The farmers in town are quite busy
the annual memorial service. A day and defeated Thomaston High 14
and Ernest Starrett, is building
with
the
planting
about
half
done
departure frem the usual order was ' to 8. Incidentally there were two
Norris Richards has eought a yoke dormer windows In the roof of the
made in that there was no set ad- , down when this spasm occurred,
of
oxen, all white,'and they are beau Charles Starrett residence at Pleas
dress, but several of the old vet- Rockland plays a return game at Viantville. The big chimney has been
ties.
crans made remarks. The Baptist nalhaven tomorrow,
The clam canning factory closes taken down also and rebuilt by My
and Federated choirs with the ad- ' »
. • • •
dition of a few outside singers.! In the Bl» Five LeaKue Sunday this week It has given employment ron Neal ot Friendship.
made a strong chorus. A feature of Rcckport defeated the Pirates 6 to 5, to about 20 girls.
Road Supt. McDonald, the engi
special interest was the reading of, and Battery F defeated Clark Island
neers and Selectman Hull were laying
the names of thc men in the army 1 t0 0 Details in Thursday s issue.
out the State Aid road to be built ln
and navy who fought in the Civil
ak,_.j. IJ AD nrtD
Bremen one day last week.
War. The speakers were freely apI C.INA1M 1 O iIAixDvJK
Road Commissioner Ralph McLain
plauded. Brilliant tulips and full
Joseph slmm^7;ur
tax with a crew has been at work the past j
blown apple blossoms made up the col,ector is a very busy man just at week and doing a good job.
decorations. A special feature was present handing QUt tax WUs
Mary Hull has been housed from j
the singing of "Marching Througii
Misses Katherine and Margaret an infected foot for the past month. '
Georgia" with violin accompani- j
Qf New yor!t cRy are 0CCUpying
» *•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•*
(J To Ui Printing it more than
ment by Col. F. S. Philbrick. The Ridge Rock cottage for a month
' *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *♦**••••• H
just putting words into type
program;
It ie the creation of a work of art,
St. George High School ball team
be it a simple little announcement
Organ prelude of war songs. Mrs. piaye(j a g00d game in Rockland WedOUR.
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Tripp; salute to the flag, led by nesday afternoon. Although beaten
we take all the pride of an artist
Oirl Scouts; Battle Hymn of the by the score of 13 to 9. the boys made
in his craft, in each job; and that
Republic; “To Thee O Country, a good fight to win, and it was a good
is the secret of the superlative
[PMC
PRICE
fa
LOWEST
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Eichberg, choir; reading of names game for the boys to put up. This is
Printing.
of the G.AJt. by Commander a small school here and it is hard to
Enoch Clark of Williams-Brasier pick out a number of boys to make up
Posi; baritone solo, “The Ameri the nine, the larger rcliools having
*•* *•* .
I <* ♦ ♦ •••
••• •• •• 4 1
cans Come," Fay Foster by Ray- more to pick from.
$4 *•* *•> ••• ••<
• ••• ••* ••• •
>• ••• *•« ••*
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SCIENCE HANDICAPS
MODERN MUTINEERS
Sea Rebels Find Good Old
Days Gone Forever.
Washington.—The crew of the
Dutch battleship, De Zeven Provlncien, discovered to Its sorrow
that mutiny ls not whut it used to
be In the good old da.vs of square
riggers and uncharted sens. In
protest ngainst a proposed wage
cut, the ship was seized by Its crew
nt Kutaraju, Sumatra, and put out
to sea while the commander was on
shore. Twentieth-century science,
however, weighed the balance un
fairly against the rebels, and after
a five-day race through the Indian
ocean, they were brought to swift
surrender by one seaplane nnd a
single hundred-pound bomb. But
the ship was chased by a squadron
which numbered not less than two
destroyers, one cruiser, two sub
marines, one mine-layer, six sea
planes, a cable ship, nnd n tug.
“Other mutinies occurring in re
cent years appear to have met with
greater success only because they
were organized as the concerted
action of an entire fleet," savs a
bulletin from the National Geo
graphic society. “During the win
ter of 1910-17 mutiny broke out ln
the German fleet, disorders were
quelled with difficulty, nnd in Octo
ber. 1918, the whole fleet refused
t<> sail as ordered. They remained
In revolt until the end of the World
war, surrendering at Seapa Flow,
following the armistice.
“The year 1931 witnessed two
‘peaceful mutinies.’ The British
fleet and the Chilean navy each
went on strike against reductions
In pay, forcing thelr regpectlvs
governments to meet the demands
of the men. Once before the Brit
ish fleet had found this method
successful in the naval mutinies of
1197, during the Napoleonic wars.
Russia’s Fleet Ran Amuck.

“During the counter-revolution in
Russia following the Russo-Japanese
war, serious mutinies occurred in
both army and navy. The battle
ship Potemkin, stationed in the
Black sea, raised the red flag after
a bloody struggle In which most of
her officers werc killed. She was
Joined shortly afterward by the
sailors of the Oehakov, and later
by five other vessels of the Black
sea squadron. For a time the
squadron terrorized the city of
Odess.',
“Far more romantic are the
Eiglitetcth-century accounts of
‘mutiny on the high seas,’ when
gentlemen pirates sailed the Span
ish main, and Captain Cook ex
plored the perilous islands of the
South seas. Such an account was
related by the gunner and carpen
ter of his majesty's ship the Wager,
which set out from England in 1740
•to round Cape Horn into the South
seas, to distress the Spaniards In
thos * parts,’ Badly damaged by the
passage around the Horn, she wns
wrecked on a desert island off the
Pacific coast of Patagonia, largely
owing to the Incompcteney of her
captain.
“For five months the crew suf
fered terrific hardships on tbe Is
land, while straggling to build a
crude schooner In which they hoped
to return to England. When the
boat was finally launched, the cap
tain dismayed them by an order to
sail north along the west coast of
South America. The men warned
him that they could not hope to
avoid capture hy the Spaniards, hut
hc persisted, driving them in the
end to mutiny. They sailed south
without him, and after Incredible
adventures, and a perilous month
spent in navigating the Straits of
Magellan, readied Brazil, and thence
England.
“Onc of the most dramatic chap
ters in the history of the South sens
was the mutiny on the Bounty. Un
der Capt. William Bligh the Bounty
sailed from England in December,
1787, bound for Tahiti to collect
breadfruit for Introduction Into the
West Indies. She reached Tahiti in
October of the following year,
shipped her cargo of plants, and
set sail for home. Ever since leav
ing England dissatisfaction had
prevailed among the men, caused
by Bligh’s harsh treatment
Mutiny Breaks Out.

"In April, as the ship lay in the
Friendly islands, matters reached a
crisis, and mutiny broke out. Bligh
and 18 men remaining loyal to him
were cast adrift In nn open boat
with a few provisions. After an
unbelievable voyage of nearly 4.000
miles across open seas, Bligh
reached Timor, without the loss of
a single man. Upon hls return to
England the ship Pandora was dis*
patched to capture tlie mutineers.
A few men were taken prisoners on
Tahiti, but the fate of the Bounty
with Its ringleaders, remained a
mystery.
“Eighteen years later a Boston
»ea captain discovered a little col
ony of strangely primitive, Englishspeaking people on the supposedly
uninhabited Pitcairn island, in tlie
South Pacific, It wns here that the
nine mutineers together with six
Polynesian men and twelve women,
had landed in 1789, burning the
Bounty in the harbor, lest she be
tray their refuge. The inhabitants
of this island today are descend
ants of tlie Bounty mutineers, and
Adamstown, tlie principal settle
ment, is named for John Adnms,
the last survivor of that little band
of nine.”

WANTED
PEELED

Spruce Pulpwood
PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO.
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
60-13

II and stir in one-half cup of pre
y4"!»t-+4-4-4->-J4-4-+4-4-4-!-++4-!">4-4"'.OUR HOMEMAKERS 1 pared chocolate syrup and one-half
teaspoon vauilla.
(The syrup is
only a nickel for a can holding ex
Hints Housewives Should Heed J act quantity desired). Fold eggs into
whipped cream mixture. Pour into
(By Carrie J. Williams, Home freezing tray, set temperature con
trol at coldest point and freeze un
Service Department, Central Maine
til firm <2-3 hours).
Power ..Company).

• • • •
Tempting Dc- serfs
“Bread," men say, “Is the staff of
life," but they wiil concede that !
were lt not for our dainty desserts I
the staff would be heavy indeed
And, speaking of desserts, a nice [
crusty pie is a grand .little recon
ciler to try on friend husband. Wc
all know that in the spring a young
man's fancy lightly turns to
thoughts of pie . . . and especially,
to strawberry pie.
But in the spring a young cook's
fancy is likely to turn to other
things^such as planting in the gar
den, or taking a ride. So. here is a
way to make ycur pie and enjoy it,
too.
Crust for pie:
Twelve graham crackers, onethird cup butter, one tablespoon
sugar.
Roll crackers fine and mix with
softened butter and sugar. Press
mixture gently but firmly in an
even laver against sides and bottom
of a buttered pie plate. Bake in a
hot oven (425 deg. F) ten minutes.
Allow to cool. Now then—take you garden tools and dig around those
flqwers or spend the afternoon shop- i
ping. When you are ready to pre- j

WANTED

War Debt Version: Filly million
Frenchmen can't be wrung!—Judge.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each tor one tlmeK
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

LOST AND FOUND

«
4

«

KITTEN lost. male, maltese. Answers
to name of Buddy. 8 D. GREGORY.
471 Main St. Phone 254 .
62*64

S10 REWARD for return of altered
male cat which disappeared from Cres- i
cent St May 12.
Long hair, yellow
with white underbody, neck and face,
small yellow speck on right side of face ,
Answers to name of Happy. Write
ANNE BUCK Atlantic. Me
62*64

NURSING BAO lost from Rockland
Red Cross car. Very important for nurses
use. needed at once. Any parson finding
the brown leather bag containing ther
mometer*. etc., please phone immedi
ately the Red Cross office. 1248-M. The
Courier-Gazette. 770 or MISS STEELE
1232_______________________________ 64*66
TWO flat kuvs found on Main St. Call
COURIER-GAZETTE
62-64

at

WOULD LIKE position as housekeeper,
can cook, tine waitress. $6 week, refer
ences. MRS M R. STRAND. 126 Cam
den St.
63*65
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
in small
family. Write HOUSEKEEPER. C.-G.”
stating age and quallflcatlons.
64-tf
WANTED To rent a small furnished
4-5 room cottage for season, mainland,
improvements, near village, reasonable,
three adults. Apply METCALFE. Pelnard Apt., Pelham. N. Y.
64-66
WASHINGS wanted—wet. rough dry
or Ironed, also curtains Call for and
delivered
MRS CHARLES McKINNEY.
42 Cedar 6t. Tel. 1051-J.
62*64
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY
59-tf
POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. II. T. PERRY,
Orace 8t.. City.
*tf

! Summer Cottages ♦
If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact in this paper where thousands
wlll read of U.

TO LET
♦
«**♦♦**- -

FOUR room unfurnished apartment,
with toilet S18 month
V F. STUDLKY. 283 Main St Tel 1080
61-tf
SIX ROOM tenement to let bath,
gas. lights, piazza. Nice cellar. Rea
sonable, at 266 Main St. Inquire ROYAL
SHOE STORE.
63-65
LARGE room to let. man tenant pre
ferred
Central location. PHONE 378.
Rockland.
64-66
SIX ROOM apartment, all modern, at
19 Grove St. Available June 1, Tel.
MRS MARSTON 103-W__________ 64^66
FURNICTTED rooms to let at 29 Beech
SL MRS W S WHITE
58-tf
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St All
Improvements, garage.
D. SHAFTER.
15 Rockland St.
57-tf
TENEMENT at~80~Pleasant 8t. to let.
vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
TEL 958-J.
61-tf
EIGHT ROOM house to let. with
garage and garden privilege A W.
RICHARDS. 7 Bay View Sq
62*64
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
seven pleasant rooms: also two garages.
Inulre 12 WARREN ST_____________ 52-tf
TWO apartments to let at 38 Beech
St. four and fr.c room* Bath, lights,
gas ranges and some furniture, garage.
Great reduction ln rent to permanent
tenants. L. A THURSTON. Tel. 1159
57-tf
TENEMENTS to let. 110. $12. |14. |15.
$20 $25 per month HERBERT B BARTER Call 25 or 1017-J.____________ 52-tf
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARD
WARE CO 408 Main 8t
52-tf
SEVEN ROOM house and garage to
let. ln Rockville, on State Highway.
Royte 101
TEL 352-3_______
64-66
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
three room furnished apartment, both
heated and
newly finished. MRS
FROST Tel. 318-W_______________ 52-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
ST Tel 600 or 211-M_____________ 52-tf
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6c ROCKLAND WATER CO. Tel 634
52-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
rooms and bath. CALL 996
52-tf
UPPER furnished apartment of three
rooms, modern, to let
Garage It de
sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
___________________________________ 51-tf
PARTLY furnished four room apart
ment to let. flush toilet, electric lights.
ELMER C. DAVIS. 22 Fulton St.
52-tf
FURNISHED, heated apartment to let.
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
50-tt
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let. all mod
ern. newly renovated, six rooms. 620.
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerCobb-Davls.
46-tf
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
tenements. Main. Grove. Orace. Court
Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-CobbDavls.
_________ 66-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON Vou can ouy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
borne news at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St. next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman's, 284
Tremont St

pare the evening meal for your lord 1
and master, pour into the prepared , SEVERAL cottages all furnished, for
pie plate the following filling fori sale or to let for the season at Old
Orchard
BANGOR REAL ESTATE EX
strawberry pie;
CHANGE. 114 Exchange St.. Bangor.
_
________________
___ _______________ 62-73
One can sweetened condensed
milk, one-fourth cup lemon Juice. I FOR RENT, at Holiday Beach an eight
room cottage for July and August For
one cup sliced strawberries, one- . particulars write MRS W C VIDITO
half cup cream, two tablespoons 32 Grace St . Lowell. Mass______ 60-tf
COTTAGE at Cooper’s Beach for sale
powdered sugar, one teaspoon va
or to let: elect! 1c lights. CALL 178-R
nilla.
or at BLACKINOTON’S SHOE STORE
____________________ 61-66
Blend together condensed milk
and lemon juice. Fold in sliced I COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for
sale and to let. Many good bargains.
strawberries. Pour into plate. Whip Write for list L A THURSTON, Rockland Tel. 1159
57-tf
cream, mix with powdered sugar and
SEASHORE~COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.
vanilla, and spread on filling. Chill —Rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully
electric lights, hot and cold
and serve. Of course, if strawber furnished,
water. S. W LITTELL. 138 Main St
48-tf
ries do not happen to appeal to you.
I do not bar the use of blueberries. !
blackberries.
raspberries.
fresh
peaches, or even bananas. And—I
promise you that after one mouth
ful there will be no comment about
NEW DODOE-PLYMOUTH for sale
'28 Chev Coupe 28 Bulck 4-Pa«
pies "like mother used to make"— also
Coupe. '30 Olds Sedan. '31 Ford Tudor.
31
Plymouth
Sedan and others Cash
for this is a pie that mother never
terms or trade Tel. 8007 Tenant's Hartried to make.
bor. Me. HENRY K ALLEN
62«64
What! do I hear some of you say ! WALNUT bedroom set for sale, eight
price reasonable. TEL 872-M
that you have a perfect, flaky crust pieces,
___________________________________ 83-65
that you like to make? Well then
DARWIN
TULIPS
from
Imported
bulbs at attractive prices for Memorial
make it, but do dress it up a bit Day.
N J. ANZALONE 14 Dunn St..
Fancy work in the kitchen pay- Thomaston, Me Tel. 153 or Rockland
661-W______ ______________________ 62-64
better dividends than fancy work
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock ol A E
In the parlar. Why not try ice Spear for sale at attractive prices, con
sisting
of corn and bean planter, plows
cream tartlets? Cover tart tins and cultivators,
litter carrier, mowing
machine,
mowing machine parts, bay
with plain pastry and bake in hot
rake. etc. Also several bags of <hlelt
oven <500 deg.) until golden brown Starter, at a very low price PACKARD
■*
When cold, fill with tery firm STORE, at Tlie Highlands_______ 62-tf
I
NARCI88US 25c dozen
Tulips 50c
chocolate ice cream and cover gen dozen Ready now ARTHUR MARSH
82-64
erously with a meringue made with 77 Broad St Tel 368-M
1929 STUDEBAKER Sedan for sale or
three egg whites sweetened with six wlll
trade for coupe
JOHN KAJAN62*64
tablespoons of sugar. Be sure the DER Warren Me R D 1
FITTED hard wo'jd and Junks per
meringue entirely covers the cream.
cord »8; fitted soft wood. 66. T. J CARPlace under red hot broiler unit ln ROLL Tel 263-21 _______________ 60-tf
BRADIEY S A-A Quality and Agrlco
oven — leace 2’4 in. between me
Fertilizers, bone meal, sheep manure,
ringue and unit. Watch constantly nitrate of soda, and reliable garden
to avoid over-browning. Serve at seeds of all kinds Deliver* service
j Tel. 446
PACKARD'S STORE. Hlghonce.
; lands, formerly O 11 Hart
55-tl
FITTED JIVOOD, dried under cover. 616
Now for thc chocolate ice cream.
cord; Junks. 68 Do not confuse wood
WHEN you are planning to well your
Of course you will make your own, under cover with wood dried under
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
it ts so easy. Just beat two eggs cover. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston.’ Tel WARDS Tcl 806-J. Rockland.
52-tf
____________________________ 56-tl
LARGE healthy chloks.
All breeds
until light. Whip one cup of creair.
LAROE healthy day old chicks, the

FOR SALE

: EGGS AND CHICKS;

“/»’j Pun To Re Fooled . . .
/»’« More Fun To Knox!"

kind that grow fast and produce at a
profit. 65 per 100 up Mammoth White
Peking Ducks 25c. bronze Turkey Poults.
45c; Goslings. 95c Bargain prices for all
, week and two weeks* old chicks, for
Immediate delivery. This Is the time
to start serving roast duck and duck
sandwiches in your roadside stands
Nothing wlll stop thc cash customers
like duck sandwiches
Start now and
get Into the game before your competi
tors wake up Easy to raise and grow
quickly to maturity ln few weeks Sec
these chicks, ducks, turkeys, goslings
In our electric brooders today at our
warehouse office
Get your orders ln
early
Wholesale and Retail Distribu
tors In Southern Maine for the famous
Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Portland Cement,
fertilizers and land lime
STOVER'S
CASH GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS
for STOVER FEED MFG CO. on track
86 Park St . Rockland. Just below Ar
mour's. Tel. 1200.
64-66

and colors to select from. See them to
day. All sizes. For immediate delivery.
These chicks are bred from heavy egg
layers. The kind that will grow and
produce at a profit. Know your chicks
See the yeast fed chicks today. AU
kinds priced from $5 per 100 up Ac
cording W> ajfr*
Bargain prices all
through June on week and two week-s’
old chicks White Peking ducks. 25 cents
each; Bronz Turkey Poults 45 cents each.
Goslings 95 cents each No business has
withstood the depression like the poul
try business. Start now The season Is
Just beginning. Wholesale and Retail
Distributors ln Southern Maine for the
famous Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Portland
Cement, fertilizers and land lime.
STOVERS
CASH
GRAIN
STORES.
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
MFC. CO on track 86 Park St Rock
land. Just below Armour's. Tcl. 1200.
64-66

ERE'S a neat little marie trick

you can do without skill
Horthatprevious
experience. It tools

them every time!
You will notice that at one side
of a pack of Camels the words
"Choice Quality” appear. Hold a
small mirror against the pack so
that the reflection ot the word
"Quality" may be seen by your
audience, covering up the word
"Choice" as shown In the drawing
below.

Ask some member of the audi
ence to describe the appearance of
the word “Quality.” You will nat
urally be told that the word ap
pears upside down ln the mirror.
Then show the word "Choice" and
ask your companions to describe
the appearance of that word. To
their great surprise this word is
not upside down/ The mirror is
held the same and the pack is held
I the same, yet one word inverts itI self while the other does not!
Explanation: "Choice" is one of
the few words in the language
wherein all the letters are symmet
rical In thelr up and down relation.
The word "Choice," though it actu
ally la reversed, does not appear
to be

;

REAL ESTATE

J

M**<— *4»**»~-«.**,*«,*^
SEVERAL HOTELS that arc fully
equipped and now doing business, for
sale; send for list BANOOR REAL ES
TATE EXCHANGE. 114 Exchange St
Bangor.___________________________ 62-73
IF YOU ARE ln the market for a
farm or havc one for sale, vou should
get our list before you do business
Specializing In farm property six years
BANOOR REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
114 Exchange St . Bangor. Branch office.
Dexter. Me.
62-67
SIX ROOM house for sale, all modern
conveniences, new garage, good loca
tion. very low price. Must be sold a»
once
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St
Tel 1080
56-tf
THREEsmall places for sale, suitable
for henneries. 3to 15 acres.
6750 to
6850
V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main Bt
Tel. 1080.
m-m
SMALL farm for sale at small tir~* ►West Washington, on Rt. 101. House
newly papered and painted. ERNEST
I C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-tl

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

MISCELLANEOUS

4

ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
52-tf
USED CARS The largest number of
used cars offered by any dealer In city
Bought, sold exchanged and financed
by FREDICRICK U. WALTZ Bt Knight's
Garage, Park St.. City.
63*65
PAPER-HANGINO. for ca*h or what
have you. Work guaranteed. Estimates
frre V RAMEY 236 Camden St
62*64
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
52-tf
LAWN MOWERS sharpened Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered. Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
HARDWARE CO. 408 Main St.. City
52-tf
KEYS' KEYS' KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to flt locks when
original keys arc lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO-.
40« Main Rt Rorkland Tel. 791
52-tf

zzsz/ziz v//n/r/
FEM BALM tNGd
MOTOR AMBU1ANCI
AMBUi
Slifte 1840 this firm has faiuiraqi
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MR.

Every-Other-Day
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OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departurea and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
telephone ......................... ini or 79i

Dr. and Mrs. C. O. Robbins of
Lawrence, Mass., have been at their
summer home, “Juniper Lodge,'
Megunticook Lake. They were accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Ray
mond and Leon Johnson, also of
Lawrence.

Page Sevefi

j
|
|
j

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dailey of
Mrs. Ralph W. Richards of Water
Boston, and Miss Mary Harrington ville was a Aockland visitor Priday.
and Walter Harrington of Jefferson,
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mts.
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Perry who
Eugene Harrington for the weekend spent the winter in Boston returned
holiday.
to Camden Saturday. Mr. and Mrs
Hugh Montgomery who were in
William E. Bricklcy has returned Englewood. N. J., for the winter, have
to Boston after spending two weeks also returned to their Camden horn?.
with his sister, Miss Ellen Briekley,
Mrs. Oeorge Clark and son Rich
Spring street.
ard are spending a week in Lisbon
Mrs. C. C. Wahle of Flushing. Falls with Mr. Clark.
Long Island, is thc guest of her par
Miss Carrie Sherman has gone to
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge E. Mc
Camden
where she will be with her
Laughlin, Walker place, for the
sister, Mrs. Ernest Drinkwater, for
week.
the summer.

Olancing through accounts of re- was conductor of thc Boston Sym
cent mugiCBi activities in Maine, the phony Orchestra from 1908 to 1912.
first annual
Muslc Feslival of
• • • •
Malne Hlgh and Secondary
Paul Robeson, Negro baritone, has
in Augusta May 20 .attracts our par returned from London. While in
ticular attention, not only for its New York he is to make a motion
signal success, but in the announce- P*cture °f The Emperor Jones (the
ment that it is proposed to make 1 P'ay' no^ lbp opera». In London
this an annual event displacing the the baritone appeared at the Em
! band and orchestra contests that bassy Theatre in Eugene O'Neill's
1 have been held in previous years. play, “All God's Chilluns Got
Decision as to this step will be made Wings.”
• • • •
an organization meeting of di
The Musical Courier says: "Frank
rectors of bands and school or
Bibb, vocal pedagogue and coach,
chestras in two weeks. Lewiston is
Summer residents have begun to
has been engaged as a member of j
proposed as the place for next year's
come, among the most recent arMr- and Mrs- Freeman S. Young
the Summer School faculty of the
Another of the popular ladies festival.
rivals being Mrs. A. H. Chatfield had
quests at The Delaware,
Peabody Conservatory of Music.
The activities of the day included
who has opened her home at! thelr £Ummer home at Glenmcre, nights will take place at the Elks
Home Thursday, with Mrs. Harry a parade, an afternoon devoted to Baltimore, the summer session
Lily Pond, Rockport. Francis Oil- Mr and Mrs Earl Harbach and two Berman as chairman. Cush Burns’
opening for a period of six weeks
rehearsals by the massed organiza
bert of Utica, N. Y„ is occupying children of Bangor
June 19. Mr. Bibb, an eminent
Orhestra will furnish music, and tions and an evening concert, to
one of the Chatfield houses. Rev.
vocal instructor, has toured a'
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens and other entertainment will be provided, gather with a luncheon and oppor- artist - accompanist with several
and Mrs. C. W. Bibb who spent the
_
,
tunity to visit points of historic inwinter in New York with their sons, son Paul are visiting relatives in
prominent artists. Of late he has
The annual meeting of the Speech
terest about the Capital City.
Machias
for
tne
holiday.
Frank and Eugene, are at “The Re
concentrated his attention upon
Readers Club will be held Thursday
Charles A. M. Warren of Brunswick coaching and teaching. Possessing I
treat,” Frank Bibb's charming sum
afternoon.
conducted the massed orchestras,
A reception is to be tendered Rev
mer home on Chestnut street, Cam
a wide repertoire of song literature
and Mrs. Charles E. Brooks at the
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper numbering 150 plajera. The massed
vari<)us ]angUages he 13 especiden.
Methodist parlors Wednesday eve rctumed to Canton, Mass., yesterday bands were Presided over by Herman aUy cquippfd
advanced
ning
at
8
o'clock.
An
invitation
is
aitier
spending
the
wcekend
with
•
Rowe
of
Waterville,
general
!
singers
in
preparation
for
concert.
Miss Elizabeth Parmalee was
chairman of the festival. At the
. ,
. u,
guest last week of Mr. and Mrs. L. extended to the general public to | Fred A Thorndike
opera, or oratorio. Manv of his
evening
concert,
one
of
the
pro.,
,
,,
.
,
,
attend,
to
make
the
acquaintance
of
F. Chase at the Chase Farm.
1
“ 1 pUpiis hold prominent places ln the
Edw. Wendell of .Milton, Mass. gramed groups Included four selecMr. and Mrs. Brooks who have rej concert, operatic and radio fields."
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meek- j cently come to the Methodist parish. was at The Thorndike for the week- j tions played by the Deering High
School Band of Portland of 56 pieces, 1 Among recent publications is
end.
Thursday evening at 7.30, when j
under the leadership of Frank J. noted
Sing„rs catechism and
important business matters ncces- ! Mr. and Mrs. Percy Pinnette and
Mrs. Rose White who has been Rigby.
sitatc the presence of all members, j five children who were called here
Creed," by Blanche Marchesi. This
• • • •
by the death of Mrs. Pinnette's caring for Mrs. Oriffln for several
There will be no supper.
book, dedicated by the author (fa
father, D. E. Ball, havc returned to weeks has returned to Owl's Head
Have you read “Honeyflow' by
mous London singing teacher) to
Millinocket.
She
was
accompanied
by
her
daughBen
Ames
Williams
’
If
you
A meeting of the school commit
| ter, Miss Alice White Who has been , haven't, make it a point to do co— 'the memory of her parents' Salvatee Is called for Wednesday evening
' tore and Matllde Marches!, says in
James, son cf Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ' in this city during that time.
you can get it at the Public Library
at 7.30.
C. Wentworth, is at Knox Hospital.
_
__ of an epera '
It _
is the inside
story
for treatment of the ear.
Mta, Marjorie Philbrook is spend- <[nge.r"a'nd l5~Yritten with skna'l trUth about 220 years °f t?achln3
Miss Avis Lovejoy was hostess to
bnlizlov at
ot her home
hrrmp ati
n.tl Owl's
Otvl •* #u
’
------ingor the holiday
gettlng fQrth thf means tu hv
by nnr
one method.
method.”' In
In the
the Drefac°
prefae
several of her friends at supper
v I n a t • nn • "I
there ieis Ihir
this fiilbn*
futher rexplanation:
"A
Col. and Mrs. Basil di.......
Stinson mo- Head.
which an ambitious singer may have
Sunday at her cottage at Crawford tor<d <o
Sunday t0 be
method taught bv Garcia for 75
Mrs. Florence McClure and son ,t0 resort't0 *atn her ends- the
1 years; my mo;her. Matllde MarLake. The guests were Rose Whit-,
of relatlves
1933 MECCA—All roads lead to Chicago this year, with
HITS HIGH SPOTS—Captain Edward
Bcrtrand of Criehaven are guests of a'u"« llfe
star- the 1 chesi, for 65: my father. Salvatore
more, Alice Oay, Carolyn MacAlllstrain, bus, plane and ship lines expecting a gala summer
Walsh, of the University of Southern
ter, Mary Ginn and Mary Stock- j Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell. Mrs. McClure’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. tricte of Publicity, and the utter Marchcsi {or 35; and myse2f for
business bringing tourists to the Century of Progress
California, in training for the coming
bridge
i jr„
impossibility of living a normal life 3g „
Exposition. Photo shows deck scene on the Great Lakes'
Jr., accompanied
accompanied by
by Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. A. 8. Rankin, Cedar street.
National Intercollegiate Track Cham
while the idol of the DUblic. And
largest liner, the Seeandbee, which will be devoted ex
pionships at Boston. He is a favorite In
------| F. A. Tirrell of Quincy. Mass., were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oabbi. Mrs.1 there is another appeal to us, for li
clusively this summer to carrying visitors to the fair.
the high hurdle events.
A jolly house party is taking jn Dover-Foxcroft Sunday, guests
The Garcia and Marchesi names
Louise Wood and Miss Alberta j is laid in Maine—or a greater porplace over the weekend and holiday Of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cass,
and method have become an inte
Achorn of Portland were in this city tion of it is—in the town of FraterTo : was less rpolty than previous weeks,
at the McLoon cottage at Pleasant
gral part of vocal history, and one Dutton & Co., Inc., New York, pub elaborate arpeggio writing.
nity, which savors suspiciously of j
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes. Monday.
wards
the
close
there
Is
a
brief
pas
 ! rfflcsting a gradual upturn over a
lishers).
Beach, those present being Mr. and
can understand fully what Mme.
• • • •
Searsmont and vicinity. There is a ]
sage in double-stooping.
(Car! greater part of the area served.
Mrs. Everett Munsey, Dr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Cotton and
Honahtor Ruth I
...
.
.
I
Blanche
means
when
she
says
at
Mrs. Ouy Lord and daughter Ruin -castle on the Ridge, and anyone I . , . .
. .
. , ......
Fritz Kreisler has brought forth Fischer, Inc.. New York).
Blake Annis. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Jordan arc
- 1
•
1
the beginning of her bcok: "Why
Company officials stated that the
of
Bridgton
are
guests
of
her
j
w
ho
has
driven
over
Appleton
Ridge
a new composition—“Cavatina.” It
Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Key- at Lake Moxie for fishing over the
this
method
has
not
been
adopted
percentage
of Increase over corre
mother,
Mrs.
Katherine
Simmons
of
and
swn
t
j,
e
interesting
old
Oakes
!
is a characteristic example of thc
wood, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, holiday.
POWER OUTPUT RISES
Drove street,,
street ana
and otner
other relatives
relatives I pia
, Ce, can well
„ see the resemblance.
,,
I by ,,
the whole. ringing
and
teaching
--------.
urove
____
_
...
.
__
sponding
weeks
last year has been
Viennese master's genial style, with
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLcon, Dr.
Frank F. Trafton was home from for a week.
• • • •
ior . rcmai ,s a mjs e.y u m
•
tcadtly
upward
since
the middle of
a
gently
swaying
melody
for
the
and Mrs. Dana Newman and Mr.
The total power output ln territory
Bucksport Sunday.
-------Radio fans will regret that thc slnce a multltude <* *tars was P™'
solo
instrument,
overlying
an
ac

,'ervcd
by
Central
Maine
Power
Comand Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr.
April,
rising
from
18
percent
below
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Doherty
chamber Music Ensembv duced by the Garcia and Marchesi
companiment in which a triplet fig , pany was up 5 percent last week over ;.t that ttme to thc present record
IMls. Albert A Keene of Hyde have spending with them for thc has digcontinued its brOadcasts for schcols' thc world might 5urely
ure for the right hand predominates Ihe corresponding week last year, a increase. Last week's output was
The poem written by Avis Lovejoy
Park. Mass. arrived Saturday and weekend holiday their young grand- (he summer However, the Boston have 8ueSf*d that thls regular outat first, later giving way to more new rccord for 1933 The increase ; 3.6 percent above Lhe preceding week.
has bcen chosen as the class ode for
has opened her home on Main children. Dorothy and Walter Rob- string Quartet, of which Mr. Zimbler put of prcat and fmaU artlsts wa£
the senior class at its graduating ex
street, Thomaston, for the season.
ertson of Thomaston.
, ls founder £5 aVaiiable for concert due to £ome lnfall‘ble underlying
ercises June 15. The entire class
1 programs, catering particularly to pr*”clple ^
competed for the honor, Miss Love
Mr. and Mrs. James Connellan
Miss Etta Brown of Augusta,
Mme. Marchesi discusses in de
joy's poem being selected.- by the have returned from Pittsfield where Misses Louise McClure and Rebecca clubs, church organization.", etc tail the component elements of thc
Feldman.
process of elimination, for its excel they were guests of Mrs. Connellan's McClure of Leavitt Institute, Turner The members are Morris
n»H»
singing
voice (breath,vibration,
lence ln thought and composition. It brother. Rev. Fr. Leo Carey, who Center, are at the home of thelr * .
”. oHumnhrev vini Tglsters,
etc.,) faults to be avoided,
will be set to the tune of the Tri- ob?erved the anniversary of his 11th grandparents Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. ‘o'1"1*1- Oeor«e Humphrey,
pitch,
rhythm,
bel canto, physical,
ist, and Mr. Zimbler, cellist. Mr
umphal March from “Aida."
Rankin, far thc holiday.
year of ordination on May 25.
Humphrey is a graduate of the Cur- hygienic, musical and intellectual
aspects. An unusual chapter is
Edward Norton who is in the Bell
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Sukeforth 1 tis Institute of Music where he
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Keating and
called Ruin and Disease, with dis
three children of Lee, Mass., arc Laboratories in New York visited >»'•* returned from Bernard, where studied under the famous exponent sertations on
thickened
vccal
spending the wcekend and hoildav for the wcekend his parents, Mr thcy accompanied their daughter, of his instrument, Dr. Louis Bailey, chords, disturbances of the bron
been visU- Mr Zimbier was born ln Czechoslowith Mr. Keating's parents. Mr. and and Mrs. Frank C Norton, Lime- Mrs A*™* Albee, who
chial tubes and windpipe, nodules,
ing
vakia. trained and graduated from
Mrs. Henry J. Keating, Mechanic rock strest
pharynx and tonsil conditions, pa
the Royal Conservatory of Prague,
street.
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. Wc print every
ralysis of muscles due to bad
Miss Josephine LaCrosse R.N..
MisPhllblock
Mre ,then
____________
_________________
continuing his studies in Oerthing
printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
Brookline. Mass.. many Ualy and Ffance whik hc methods, etc.
Opportunity Class meets Thurs who has been visiting her mother. C 3,a;r
Poster.
iiave been making a brief visit in
_____
Anecdotes
«—1->— of well known singers I
0
has made many successful appearday evening at 7.30 at thc First Mrs. Mary LaCroese, has returned
are plentiful in Mme. Marchesi's
ihis city.
Our type faces arc modern, our paper stock the finest,
ances as soloist in recital and with
to Providence.
Baptist parlors.
------it.
.
j . . .
. book and it also has many photoand
our workmanship is done by artists of years’
w
u
uiiii-.n
i-»u«*ii
orchestras,
his
most
ardent
Interest
W H Milligan of Lowell, Maes •
graphs and drawings shewing thc
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett of
..
...
_
—
is
in
chamber
music.
The Diligent Dames arc to meet
experience.
formerly of Rcckland, Mrs. C. W
....
physical construction of the larynx,
Friday afternoon at the home of Glens Falls, N. Y.. are guests of Mr Creamer and Miss Lois Small of
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
Did
any
of
our
readers
hear
thc
vocal cords, pharynx, and their corMrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, West Daggett's mother, Mrs. Oeorge K. Winslow's Mills were in tlie city yesadvertising printing done at our new low prices.
broadcast ot the Electronic Piano recl an<l faulty functioning in thc
Merrill,
Rankin
street.
Rockport. Mrs. Orbeton will be as
! :«rday,
when lt was used as thc solo Instru projection of vccal sound.
sisted by Mrs. Clarence Munsey.
——
Students home from University of I
LETTERHEADS
Mbs Emily MacDonald entertained ment in a concerto on the program
BILLHEADS,
Maine for the weekend were Mrs
The annual meeting of the BPW
a group cf iicr Sunday School class of the Columbia Symohony Orches
Edward Barnard (Ruth Perry),
STATEMENTS
tra
May
23?
The
possibilities
of
Club takes place Thursday evening
who had not been absent more than
Charles Bicknell and Clifford Ladd. two Sundays during the year and new and interesting 'tonalities bn
ENVELOPES,
at the home of Mrs. Exxy Perry.
FLYERS,
Per 1000
Dr. F. O. B^kTt has as guest who
411
Blble the Electronic are almost limitless.
Instead of playing the solo porTeahers of the high school faculty Mrs. Vertle Wood of Boston.
vcrfes which
6SSi«ncd
CARDS, ETC.,
them, at the Dr. French cottage, Ash 1 ons of the Schumann Concerto
Parcrl Post on each 1000 15r Extra
going to their homes for the Mimorial Day recess were Miss Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Albra Perry have Point, over the weekend and holiday (A-minor) in conventional pianlstic
M. Pike of Kittery Point. Miss Doro moved from their house at The with Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald manner, Anton Rovinsky, well known
Butter Paper, printed in Blue or Black Ink
Present were Virginia concert pianist, interpreted the
thy E Parker to South Windham. Eighlands to that of James Higgins, f.rsiting.
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
$3.00
Miss Ramona Leadbetter to Belfast, Bunker street where they will reside. Leach, Thelma Whitehouse, Ruth score in effects ranging ftom the
and Miss Lucille Ceding to Port Their Highlands home will be occu Harper, Dorothy Thomas. Lilia shrill quality of the flute to the
1000 Sheets, onc pound size,
$3.75
land.
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry Fhcrman, Bernice Robinson. Ruth deep bass of the bassoon. Against
Milk
Bills,
1000,
I"
5000
Ixils
$|.5(J
Gregory, and Alice and ('.race Clancy, j the symphony orchestra background.
in the near future.
They
entertained
parents
and
friends
the
classic
concerto
was
heard
in
an
The review of thc musical comedy
SPECIAL OFFER
Mrs. William Sharpe returns to during their stay and Monday aft- entirely new conception. Rovinsky
“Of Thee I Sing" presented by Mrs.
Lilian S. Copping at the Thomaston New York today after spending the emcoa, and at supper had as guests offered two compositions especially
One year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
High assembly hall Friday evening weekend with her mother, Mrs. E. tValter Staples, Leon White, Burton arranged to display the remarkable
with each order of Wedding Invitations
drew an admiring audience, among D. Spear, Maple street. Mrs. Sharp? Bickmore. Gordon Bowser, Everett instrumental range of the new in
nohock,
Dick
French,
Oordon
Matvention
the
impressionistic
study
or Announcements
Which were several Rockland en was accompanied by her son Wil
thusiasts.
Mrs. Copping, whose liam. who has completed his studies tatall, Cleo Hooper, Jimmie Pelli- "Minstrels" by Debussy and hls own
presentation was finely given, with at the Fessenden School, and will cane' Paul Merriam, Cleveland Morey “Dance of the Blind Bacchus,'
arrangements including the effects
apt touches to the text bringing it visit his grandmother for a few and Horace Vinal.
of guitar, saxophone, oboe and
up to the modern times, was ably weeks.
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
The new Westinghouse Wizard
clarinet.
The Electronic Plano,
assisted by Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
Control
Dual
Automatic
Electric
tionery,
announcements, cards, folders, etc. Wc are
Oolden Rod Chapter, O.ES. meet
while It resembles a small grand
Mrs. Esther Howard, Miss Adelaide
Range ls being used in demonstra
the
only
printers in Knox County using this up-toing
Friday
evening
had
Mrs.
Vivian
piano, ls equipped with push buttons
Cross, Mrs. Lucy Lowe, Mrs. Lydia
tions by Miss Orace Hallowell at the
date process.
I and radio dials which control the
Storer, Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Hewett as supper chairman. Degrees
O. A. Lawrence Co. this week.—adv.
{electric oscillation of the strings.
Doris Scarlott, Mrs. Ruth Hoch. were conferred upon Mr. and Mrs.
Leo
Mouradian.
An
fmpressive
By manipulation of these contrbls
Miss Alice Blanchard of Camden,
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
Miss Ruth Lawrence and Miss Kath memorial service was conducted for ‘
the soloist approximates almost all
figure with you
o
erine Keating, in solos and chorus tho late Simeon Duncan. Tbsre:
of the varying orchestral effects.
•
•
•
•
A Magic Word
numbers, and Mrs. Charlotte Jack- were visitors from Orace Chapter of
The firm of Wolff & Sachs, the
son gave as a piano solo an overture Thomaston, Seaside of Camden and j
oldest and largest concert manage
composed of the principal airs of Forget-me-not of South Thomas-1
* In a Magic
ment in Germany, has been dis
the production. The activity was a ton. A quartet composed of Mrs.
Rockland, Maine
solved as the result of the recent
benefit for the Thomaston Public Blanche Morton. Mrs. Nettie Frost, |
T. Constantine and Dr. J. A. I
political changes. Sachs has had
Ring—
Nurse's Association.
Richan rendered pleasing selections, j
to retire from the firm. Also as a
result of recent political changes in
Women wishing to see and hear with Mrs. Amy . Tripp at the piano.
1 Germany, Max Fiedler, veteran
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PUBLICITY is to a town what baking-powder is to a biscuit.
PUBLICITY raised Mahatma Ghandi out of the obscurity of
distant• India and
a modern household
word.
* made his name
t
✓ •
PUBLICITY has taken obscure individuals and raised them to
fame and fortune.
PUBLICITY is the potent factor that has brought individuals,
events and places into national prominence.

And since publicity is of such importance in the scheme of
things it can do much for us collectively as a city. Therefore it
behooves us to know something about it, and how to use it for
our advantage.
There are two kinds of community publicity:
INTERNAL PUBLICITY:-Designed to tell the people
who live in the community and surrounding trade
territory of the advantages of our town and to
establish a closer bond of confidence and co-op
eration.

EXTERNAL PUBLICITY:—Designed to tell, the people
outside of our “Greater Community” of the ad
vantages and opportunities of living and doing
business here.

The newspaper is, of course, the most convenient and logical
medium for both INTERNAL publicity and EXTERNAL pub
licity. This is true in every community.
Second only to the newspaper is “word of mouth” publicity. It
has been said that if each person in a town successfully strove
to bring ONE new family into town, or create employment for
one other person, population, prosperity and business could be
doubled within a year’s time.
If we are proud of our town (and we are) let’s give our town
PUBLICITY! The kind of INTERNAL publicity that makes us
glad it’s OUR town, and the kind of EXTERNAL publicity that
makes the rest of the world wish it were theirs!

